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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

A s we enter the fourth quarter of 
2022, plans for 2023 and beyond 
are already underway for many 

of us. With most operations back up 
and running smoothly, companies are 
coming out of survival mode and have 
begun planning for the future.

While we are united as an industry, 
thanks to constant communication and 
understanding among our members, 
there remain factors largely beyond our 
control that threaten to set us back in the 
long run.

The Comprehensive and Progressive 
Agreement for Trans-Pacific Partnership 
(CPTPP) presents net economic benefits 
to Malaysia, offering market access 
opportunities to three new countries 
which Malaysia has no free trade 
agreements (FTAs) with. 

Findings from the Cost and Benefit 
Analysis (CBA) published by the Ministry 
of International Trade and Industry 
(MITI) based on 2021 data from the 
World Bank reveal that Malaysia 
stands to gain from participating in the 
CPTPP, however, delays in ratifying the 
agreement have resulted in our nation 
lagging behind our ASEAN neighbours 
in expanding its global market share. 

In this issue of Business in Action, we 
delve deeper into the topic of FTAs, 
the Regional Comprehensive Economic 
Partnership (RCEP), and how the CPTPP 
will benefit Malaysia. 

The youth are the future of this industry, 
community and the nation. With this in 
mind, FMM’s Youth Committee (YC), 
set up under the FMM SMI, Youth & 
Entrepreneurship Committee (SYEC), 
have made it their mission to develop 
and groom the next generation of 
entrepreneurs in manufacturing.

The YC has committed to dedicating 
their time and effort to promoting FMM 

to the youth, young entrepreneurs and 
start-ups, by creating an interactive business 
networking platform for them to network, 
upskill, gain more exposure, innovate, as 
well as create value through collaborations 
with various parties. Find out more about 
the YC’s role in this issue’s cover story.

As we enter the final quarter of the year 
2022, let us remain positive as we navigate 
new challenges together and move forward 
towards full economic recovery.

Sincerely,

Tan Sri Dato’ Soh Thian Lai
President
Federation of Malaysian Manufacturers

HOPE FOR

THE FUTURE
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GLOBAL TRENDS

C hina posted surprise growth in September for the 
manufacturing sector, reversing months of decline despite 
weakening exports and COVID-19 lockdowns.

According to the National Bureau of Statistics, the manufacturing 
Purchasing Managers’ Index (PMI) ticked up to 50.1 from 49.4 in 
August, rising above the 50-point mark that separates contraction 
from expansion.

Marking the first expansion since June, the result beat 
expectations of 49.7.

However, according to an article on freemalaysiatoday.com, 
services activity expanded at a slower pace in September with 
the non-manufacturing purchasing managers’ index slipping 
to 50.6 from 52.6 in August, and the outlook for the world’s 
second-largest economy remaining tepid.

China narrowly avoided an economic contraction in the second 
quarter, noted the article. 

“Analysts have slashed their annual target for gross domestic 
product, as the critical export sector weakens and Beijing shows 
few signs of easing its zero-COVID policy ahead of a key 
leadership meeting next month,” it said.

Beijing’s official goal of an expansion of around 5.5% looks 
unlikely as repeated lockdowns and movement restrictions dealt 
a big blow to an economy already reeling from a slump in the 
property market, which accounts for more than a quarter of GDP.

INDIA’S SEMICONDUCTOR INVESTMENTS REACHED US 
$25 BILLION
India’s Junior IT minister Rajeev Chandrasekhar reported that 
the total investment India is now expected to hit US$25 billion 
(RM115 billion), reported sourceengine.com

As a move to make the country a key player in the global supply 
chain, Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s government is trying to 
attract more hefty investments under a US$10 billion (RM46.3 
billion) incentive plan. 

These comments came hours after an announcement from the 
government which raised fiscal support for new semiconductor 
facilities. The government aims to cover 50% of all project costs 
and will remove the maximum ceiling for permitted investments, 
a move to provide incentives for display manufacturing.  

EXPANSION 
IN FACTORY 
ACTIVITY
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GLOBAL TRENDS

In mid-September, oil-to-metals conglomerate 
Vedanta and Taiwan's Foxconn signed a pact 
with India's Gujarat to invest US$19.5 billion 
(RM 90.4 billion) in the western state to set up 
semiconductor and display production plants, 
reported Reuters.

Vedanta is the third company to announce a 
chip plant location in India after international 
consortium ISMC and Singapore-based IGSS 
Ventures, which are setting up in the southern 
states Karnataka and Tamil Nadu respectively.

CONSTRUCTION BEGINS ON LARGEST 
US MANUFACTURING CENTRE
Food Business News reported that PepsiCo 
Beverages North America (PBNA) has officially 

begun work on its new 1.2 million square 
foot facility in Denver, Colorado. 

Announced in July 2022, it is expected 
to open sometime in 2023, and will have 
three times the manufacturing capacity of its 
current site and is expected to create roughly 
250 new jobs.

The production centre, which will primarily 
produce Pepsi, Pepsi Zero Sugar, Gatorade, 
among others, will be built on over 150 
acres and will use 100% renewable 
electricity. 

According to the report, it also will contain 
10 manufacturing lines, an automated 
retrieval system for up to 82,000 pallets and 
employ over 500 personnel.

7
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AT&S, an Austrian firm with a presence 
in Nanjangud, India; Chongqing and 
Shanghai in China; and Ansan, South 
Korea, has chosen Kulim Hi-Tech Park 
in Kedah for its first production site in 
Southeast Asia.

The new modern facility in Kulim with 
an investment of RM8.5 billion under 
Phase 1 of the project will also include a 
Malaysian training campus, and will create 
approximately 6,000 jobs after completion. 

AT&S is one of the world's leading 
manufacturers of the high-end printed 
circuit board (PCB) and integrated circuit 
(IC) substrates, serving industries such 
as consumer electronics, computers, 
communication, semiconductors, 

automotive, aviation, industrial, 
and medical.

Scandinavian IBS to 
expand its Simpang 
Ampat plant
Sweden-based Scandinavian IBS 
Sdn Bhd (SIBS) will be investing 
RM500 million to expand its 
plant in Simpang Ampat, Penang.

The Star quoted the company 
as saying that the expansion is 
anticipated to be done in phases 
over the next five years and 
quadruple its production lines, 

LOCAL UPDATES

THE INDUSTRY NEWS
YOU NEED TO KNOW

8

AT&S Kulim plant set to 
start ops in 2024 
The construction of the Austria 
Technologie & Systemtechnik AG (AT&S) 
plant facility in Kulim Hi-Tech Park is on 
track, according to an article in the New 
Straits Times.

AT&S Malaysia managing director 
Vittorio Villari said the company had 
finished the piling work in April this year, 
and the overall construction progress of 
the facility had now reached 12% from 
its commencement in November 2021.

Villari said the increasing price of 
building materials posed a minimal 
impact on the company.
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seven facilities across Asia, delivering 
aero structures, engine systems, wiring 
systems and transparencies in China, 
India, Malaysia and Turkiye.

Johor Investment, Trade and Consumer 
Affairs Committee Chairman Lee 
Ting Han said the state government 
welcomed the investment as 99% 
of its employees at the facility were 
Malaysians providing high value jobs 
for locals.

With GKN Aerospace’s presence 
in Johor, there were seven more 
international aerospace companies 
located here.

“We want to create an aerospace 
cluster in Johor where we have good 
infrastructures already in space such as 
seaports, an international airport and 
our strategic location with Singapore,” 
said Lee in the The Star report. 

“There are other international 
aerospace companies that have shown 
interest in investing in the state,” he 
said adding that with the investments 
made by GKN Aerospace and other 
related companies, it would positioned 
Johor as an industrial aerospace hub 
in the region.

LOCAL UPDATES

adding 15 acres of land size to the 
facility.

An additional 1,200 employment 
opportunities are predicted to be 
provided to the locals, as well as the 
opportunity to deliver to more markets 
and product categories.

The investment is also set to create more 
engineering experts in the industrialised 
building system (IBS) for Penang, and 
create an additional value of RM552 
million in local sourcing of raw materials 
and components.

GKN invests in Nusajaya
GKN Aerospace has invested US$35 
million (RM160 million) to open its aero-
engine parts repair facility at Nusajaya 
Tech Park in Johor.

The world’s leading tier one aerospace 
supplier, which serves aircraft and aero-
engine manufacturers worldwide with 
advanced systems and components, is a 
market leader in aero structures, engine 
systems, transparencies and wiring 
systems.

The Star quoted GKN Aerospace 
engines systems president Joakim 
Andersson, who said the company 
employed 15,000 employees in 12 
different countries.

Andersson noted that by the time all 
sites were fully up and running, around 
15% of their employees would be 
based in Asia. The company now has 
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O ver the years, interest and 
participation in the manufacturing 
industry careers has waned among 

the youth, which poses a concern to the 
future of the sector.

To address this, FMM set up the FMM 
Youth Committee (YC) under the 
FMM SMI, Youth & Entrepreneurship 
Committee (SYEC), a group of 
individuals who not only manage their 
own companies, but dedicate their time 
and effort to promoting FMM to the 
youth, young entrepreneurs and start-ups.

Established to develop and groom 
the next generation of entrepreneurs 
in manufacturing and help build a 
succession plan, the purpose of the 
YC is also to create an interactive 
business networking platform for young 
entrepreneurs to network, upskill, gain 
more exposure, innovate, improve 
efficiency and productivity as well as 
create value through collaboration.

Additionally, the YC aims to promote 
modern manufacturing to youth, 
inspiring them and recruiting them 
to become the next generation of 
manufacturers; spur manufacturing 
employment and expose prospective 
employees/youth to the many aspects 
of modern manufacturing.

Membership is open to youth 
entrepreneurs involved in 
manufacturing and related services 
and anyone nominated or assigned 
by the FMM member company to 
represent the company in the YC. 

The YC serves as a platform for 
young/youth entrepreneurs to discuss 
ideas on expanding their businesses, 
as well as to build and hone skills. 

Apart from this, the YC's purpose is 
to develop, facilitate and encourage 
entrepreneurship and innovation 
among members with a particular 

An essential part of the FMM 
structure, the Youth Committee 
serves various purposes 
that contribute towards the 
strengthening of the industry

focus on SMIs, young directors and 
start-ups. 

It also aims to encourage young 
entrepreneurs including youth start-
ups to join FMM to build a strong 
networking community that share and 
exchange ideas, insights, knowledge 
and experiences, as well as to promote 
knowledge and experience sharing 
between “youth” and “senior” members, 
bridge generational gaps amongst 
first, second, third generation business 
owners and also between industry and 
academia and regulators/government.

ENGAGEMENT SESSIONS
Apart from regular committee meetings, 
the YC has held several engagement 
sessions with Malaysian Research 
Accelerator for Technology & Innovation 
(MRANTI), which is Malaysia’s 
central research and innovation 
commercialisation agency.

FOSTERING AN 
INTEREST IN 
MANUFACTURING 
AMONG THE 
YOUTH
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Sessions on how to promote FMM to 
youth have also been held with Daniel 
Lim, a community builder expert who 
has created a lot of community groups 
in various platforms.

The YC has also held insightful 
meetings with MDEC on their MYWiT 
(MyDigitalWorkforce Work in Tech) 
programme, which offers jobseekers the 
opportunity to secure digital jobs with 
fast-growing companies, and get trained 
for in-demand digital skills, MATRADE 
and SME Corp. Malaysia.

MATRADE's Youth Exporter Development 
programme (YEDP) is a specific 
and targeted three-year programme 
formulated for youths (20-40 years of 
age) who are interested or already 
involved in exporting.

The YC's engagement session with 
SME Corp. Malaysia was carried out 
with the aim of fostering closer rapport 

between the two parties. Regular 
engagement sessions will be planned, 
with the objective of discussing issues 
affecting SMEs, as well as relevant 
programmes and initiatives to strengthen 
the development of SMEs.

To find out more about the YC, BIA 
spoke to Brian Soo, Chairman of the 
FMM Youth Committee.

• What is the function of the 
committee, as well as its 
short and long-term goals?

 The Youth Committee’s goal 
is to cultivate more interest in 
manufacturing among the youth, as 
the industry tends to be viewed as 
something that is not a “hot topic” 
anymore. 

 These days, with other industries 
popping up such as cryptocurrency, 
blockchain, the metaverse, 
many youths have gravitated 

to those industries, rather than 
manufacturing. However, we 
believe that manufacturing is still 
the bedrock of everything, as all 
these new technologies still run on 
manufactured products - i.e, the 
blockchain runs on machines that 
are manufactured. 

 We want to also serve as the 
community and voice of youth in 
manufacturing, where one can 
share knowledge freely to push the 
manufacturing industry to the next 
level in Malaysia. 

• What is your role in the 
committee, please explain 
your responsibilities and how 
you manage these while also 
running your own business?

 The youth core team consists of 
20+ members, all of whom are also 
running their own businesses. As the 

13
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Chairperson, my role is to ensure that our goals 
are met through capitalising on each members’ 
strength. 

 We are all from various industries and have 
various job roles - all of which contribute to 
the growth of FMM YC. We’ve set up different 
committees to work on different areas of the team, 
such as Marketing, Membership & Events, Finance, 
Visits and Policy, all of whom work together in a 
unified manner. 

• What are some of the committee’s recent 
achievements or milestones?

 We’ve partnered up with Nextup Asia, they run 
Malaysia’s largest start-up community with over 
100,000 members in their Facebook group. We 
will be working together closely to have events 
and initiatives to better highlight the manufacturing 
industry to entrepreneurs of all stages. 

 We will also be having a FMM Northern trip to 
visit FMM offices in Penang, Kedah/Perlis and 
Perak. During this trip, we will be visiting multiple 
FMM members’ factories as well with the goal of 
sharing knowledge. 

 We were also recently invited by FMM Selangor 
& KL to introduce ourselves - who we are and 
what we do during their Annual Dinner that had 
an attendance of over 700 people ranging from 
government officials to potential FMM members.

 Our marketing team is also in the midst of 
finalising the FMM Youth Committee website 
to better showcase ourselves and to ease the 
membership joining process for potential members.  

• On working together, how do you 
coordinate responsibilities among 
yourselves?

 We mainly communicate digitally as our team 
consists not only of Selangor and KL members but 
also members from Penang, Perak and Johor. We 
use collaborative cloud document softwares to 
ensure that our documents are accessible to all of 
us and are updated in real time. 

FMM Youth Core Committee List

FMM HQ 

 1. Chairman – Mr Brian Soo 
– Fire Fighter Industry Sdn Bhd

 2. Vice Chairman - Ts Stanley Siew Boon Keat 
– DKSM Sdn Bhd

FMM Selangor & KL Branch

 1. Chairman- Mr Edwin Yap 
– Jemco Manufacturing Sdn Bhd

 2. Vice Chairman – Mr Oscar Low  
– Agensi Pekerjaan Tetap Hangat Sdn Bhd

FMM Penang

 1. Chairman - Dr Matin Ng Chin Liang 
– UWC Automation Sdn Bhd

 2. Vice Chairman - Mr Yen Wei Yun 
– PTS Industries Sdn Bhd

FMM Johor

 1. Chairman – Mr Ong Khai Kher 
– Smoothbar Plastics (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd

 2. Vice Chairman – Dr Koh Yee Soon 
– Topmedic Healthcare Sdn Bhd
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THE TIME TO AUTOMATE IS NOW.

Swisslog can solve your e-grocery ful�llment challenges.
Demand for e-grocery services is accelerating. E-grocery automation is no 
longer an option… it’s a requirement for survival. Our automation experts 
can help you quickly determine the right ful�llment approach and identify 
the �exible automation technology that �ts your operation. Learn more by 
downloading our new e-book, “A Shopper’s Guide to E-Grocery Ful�llment.”

swisslog.com/en-my/e-grocery 
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As a trading nation, Malaysia puts a high emphasis 
on regional and bilateral trade agreements

BREAKING DOWN 
RCEP AND CPTPP

A Free Trade Agreement (FTA), is a treaty between two 
countries or more to reduce import and export barriers, 
and these pacts grant preferential access to specific 

sectors of a country through the exemption of certain 
categories of businesses from customs duties and taxes.

In this special feature, we break down what the Regional 
Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP) and the  
Comprehensive and Progressive Agreement for Trans-
Pacific Partnership (CPTPP) mean for Malaysia.
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implement the Regional Comprehensive 
Economic Partnership (RCEP) agreement, 
a FTA between the ten ASEAN members 
and six countries with which ASEAN 
has existing FTAs.  

RCEP aims at becoming a more 
comprehensive regional economic 
integration among its members, with the 
goal of simplifying and harmonising the 
member countries’ respective bilateral 
FTAs. 

Studies by the ASEAN bloc show that 
Malaysia is likely to benefit the most 
from the RCEP and the benefits are likely 
to hit US$200 million, reported Global 
Times. 

A recent example of RCEP-enabled 
opportunities was the signing of a 
US$326 million project during the 
China-ASEAN Expo in September 
2022.

China has been Malaysia's largest 
trading partner for 13 consecutive 
years, and Malaysia is China's second 
largest trading partner in ASEAN, 
and tenth largest trading partner 
globally, said the report, which noted 
that in 2021, bilateral trade volume 
between China and Malaysia reached 
US$176.8 billion, a year-on-year 
increase of 34.5%. 

By the end of 2021, China's cumulative 
direct investment in Malaysia exceeded 
US$10 billion, while Malaysia's 
cumulative direct investment in China 
was nearing US$8 billion. 

THE WAY FORWARD
While Malaysia stands to gain 
from the RCEP, it has yet to ratify 
the Comprehensive and Progressive 
Agreement for Trans-Pacific Partnership 
(CPTPP), which is set to result in a 1.9% 
higher Gross Domestic Product (GDP) in 
2030, reported The Edge Markets.

According to a study by 
PricewaterhouseCoopers Advisory 
Services (PwC), commissioned by the 
government, Malaysia’s GDP is set to 
reach US$628 billion by 2030 with the 
ratification of CPTPP, US$11.7 billion 
higher than the scenario without such 
ratification, whereby GDP is projected 
to reach US$616.3 billion by 2030.

The report also noted that ratifying the 
CPTPP would result in US$56.5 billion 
of cumulative GDP gain between 2021 
and 2030, and additional investment of 
US$112.3 billion over the same period.

The CPTPP is a free trade agreement 
between 11 economies that provides 
market access and harmonises rules for 
existing and emerging trade issues.

CPTPP countries, which have a 
combined population of 508 million, 
accounted for 15% of world trade and 
13% of world GDP in 2019.

On the matter, FMM President Tan Sri 
Dato' Soh Thian Lai expressed that the 
CPTPP offers market access opportunities 
to three new countries which Malaysia 
has no free trade agreements (FTAs) 
with. 

“Based on the 2021 data from World 
Bank, the three new markets namely 
Canada, Mexico and Peru collectively 
represent a population of over 200 
million with a combined GDP of over 
US$3,500 billion i.e., 9.4 times bigger 
than our own economy.”

“In addition, it allows wider sourcing 
channels for raw materials at competitive 
prices for businesses in Malaysia 
and this directly improves Malaysia’s 
competitiveness and attractiveness as an 
investment destination.”

He added, “Malaysia along with Brunei, 
Singapore and Vietnam are the only four 
(4) countries in ASEAN participating in 
the CPTPP. Unfortunately, Malaysia now 
lags behind its ASEAN neighbours in 
expanding its global market share due 
to the delay in ratifying the agreement.

Vietnam, for instance, is ahead of 
Malaysia in this aspect as it has already 
ratified and implemented the CPTPP in 
January 2019 and within that year has 
significantly increased its exports to 
Canada, Mexico and Peru by 29.7% 
and overall exports growth of 8.5%. In 
addition, Vietnam has also benefited 
greatly from Foreign Direct Investments 
(FDI) from the CPTPP countries which 
accounted for US$39 billion or 24.2% 
of the total FDI into the country in 
2019.”

Tan Sri Dato' Soh Thian Lai noted that 
there are challenges in implementing 
such a broad and high-level agreement 
across different parties but as the 
main thrust and centrality of the CPTPP 
agreement is to facilitate and promote 
regional economic integration, trade, 
and investment, he expressed confidence 
that Malaysia’s interest is safeguarded 
extensively through the necessary carve 
outs and suspended provisions in the 
agreement and added advantages to 
protect domestic interests. 

Malaysia, which has always been a 
trading nation, sits on a major shipping 
channel that connects the Indian Ocean 
to the west and the Pacific Ocean to the 
east. 

International trade and relations are 
essential to the nation’s growth and 
development, and the country puts a 
high emphasis on regional and bilateral 
trade agreements. Malaysia joined the 
General Agreement on Trade and Tariff 
(GATT) in 1957, and was therefore a 
founding member of the World Trade 
Organization (WTO), which replaced 
the GATT (source: The EU-U.S. and 
Swiss-U.S. Privacy Shield Frameworks).

Malaysia has signed 16 FTAs and 
implemented 14 FTAs (7 bilateral FTAs 
and 7 regional FTAs).

The country became the 12th signatory 
country on March 18, 2022 to 
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HOW INDUSTRY 4.0 

BRINGS DISTINCT 
ADVANTAGES TO 
THE FACTORY 
PRODUCTION FLOOR
T ake a look at your everyday life and you are sure to be 

experiencing or relying on the fruits of the manufacturing 
sector. From your hairdryer and toaster down to your 

more sophisticated smart fridge or home security camera, 
manufacturing is and continues to remain a critical feature of 
the modern economy. 

Essentially a place where products are manufactured or 
produced, the factory is the hub of such activities. The factory 
is an industrial facility, often part of a massive value chain 
creating a unique competitive advantage for companies and 
immense value for the customers they serve.

SPECIAL FEATURE

RAPID AND INCREASED CHANGE AFFECT THE 
MANUFACTURING SECTOR
However, manufacturing challenges have heightened as a 
result of the global Covid-19 pandemic. The industry has 
faced significant difficulties due to highly dynamic shifts in 
demand and disruption. 

From a supply chain perspective, the global pandemic has 
created massive raw material and parts shortages. Logistics 
and delivery have suffered, resulting in businesses having to 
take a completely new approach to supporting customers. 
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HOW INDUSTRY 4.0 

BRINGS DISTINCT 
ADVANTAGES TO 
THE FACTORY 
PRODUCTION FLOOR

SPEACIAL FEATURE

From a workforce perspective, there 
have been sustained shocks in the form 
of shortages of skilled talent, disruption 
to how work is performed, a rise in new 
work procedures and increased safety 
and health protocols which have knock-
on impacts on productivity, performance 
and service levels.

WHAT IS THE STATE OF THE 
FACTORY FLOOR TODAY? 
In many factories, there are often 
manual processes and some degree of 
semi-automation. There may be siloed 
systems and a lack of integration which 
results in  duplication of effort, increased 
labour and the possibility of increased 
error impacting data quality. As a result, 
business leaders have to contend with 
a lack of visibility and real-time insights 
which impact their ability to make 
informed decisions.

FROM TRADITIONAL FACTORY TO 
SMART FACTORY 
The factory of the 21st century and 
beyond will be a move from isolated 
cells to more fully integrated data and 
data flows, smoother communication, 
increased automation and a deeper 
reliance on technology to assist 
human-led effort. This may involve the 
application of machine learning and 
artificial intelligence. 

WHAT WOULD A BUSINESS GAIN 
FROM A SMART FACTORY? 
First, integrated, smoother 
communication along the entire value 
chain would reduce work-in-progress 
inventory. While increased automation 
may displace some skilled labour, such 
labour could be better placed to support 
more strategic tasks associated with 
managing the factory of the future.

Which aspects of factory management 
would be involved? In a typical 
manufacturing environment, raw 
materials are received and prepared in 
order for parts to be produced and then 
assembled into final products before it 
is packaged and shipped. There are 
numerous stations, each serving different 
purposes and involving production, 
scheduling, quality control, maintenance 
and some aspect of WIP (work in 
progress).

When the manufacturing operation and 
processes are integrated, this would 
entail the collation and interpretation 
of data through a single digital 
dashboard with various user interfaces, 

Today's Manufacturing Operations and Processes.

Stages in Industry 4.0 development.

with business requirements driving the 
business processes, physical equipment 
and level of automation created.

AN INDUSTRY 4.0 APPROACH 
The smart factory is a digitally connected 
enterprise. This is known as taking an 
Edge-to-Enterprise approach where 
workers, operations and data are 
connected using HMI (human-machine 
interface) and MES (Manufacturing 
Execution System).

This is what Industry 4.0 is about - 
creating a more digitally connected 
enterprise, or in this case, a more 
connected smart factory. 

It involves advanced and predictive 
analytics, the facilitation of remote 
collaboration and remote monitoring, 
backed by a robust network infrastructure 
and cyber security framework. 

There are three aspects to delivering the 
return on investment (ROI) here. 

First, people drive the change forward 
through ownership of the business issues 
and their ability to lead the way forward. 

They put the systems in place that help 
them create more connections (where 
there were previously none), create the 
tools to collect, visualise and analyse 
data based on their own business 
requirements, and finally, to take the 
requisite action needed. 

Second, processes provide insights on 
yield, utilisation and efficiency levels. 
These processes shine a light on the 
business’s current state of operations 
by collecting relevant and timely 
data based on parameters they set. 
By gaining clearer visibility through 
dynamic real-time analysis, the factory is 
able to make more informed decisions. 

Finally, assets are better managed 
through real-time visualisation of their 
reliability and availability as well as 
quicker response times to mitigate 
damage or loss.

The transformation of the factory floor 
is a digital one, rooted in foundational 
technologies associated with Industry 
4.0. These are in the areas of 
connectivity, data analytics, HMI and 
asset performance.
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• Connectivity, data and 
computational power

 The modern factory relies 
on connectivity, data and 
computational power. Through 
connected sensors, digital 
dashboards, cloud technology and 
robust cybersecurity, the business is 
able to keep its finger on the pulse

• Data analytics and 
intelligence 

 Data without context may provide 
an inaccurate or incomplete view. 
Advanced analytics combined with 
the power of artificial intelligence 
and machine learning, allow the 
factory to obtain relevant insights in 
a timely manner 

• Human-machine interaction 

 Essentially a user interface that 
connects a person to a machine 
or device, usually in an industrial 
setting, this provides the factory 
with real-time data visualisation. 
This may entail virtual reality, 
robotics, AGVs (automated guided 
vehicles), RPA (robotic process 
automation), predictive maintenance 
as well as simulations

• Asset reliability and 
performance

 Systems that connect various assets, 
collecting operations data and non-
conformity events in real-time bring 
this together to provide significantly 
more visibility and enable dynamic 
analysis which, in turn, provides 
enhanced decision support.

REAL WORLD APPLICATION
Let’s take a closer look at a home 
appliances manufacturer, to understand 
how this works in practical terms. 

This manufacturer was experiencing 
a lack of real-time information on 
numerous unscheduled downtime 
occurrences. Resulting from insufficient 
raw materials, inadequate production 
speeds and a few quality-related issues. 

Consequently, the production staff found 
themselves reacting poorly to these 
unscheduled downtime periods. The 
production team was unable to operate 
at maximum efficiency and capacity to 
fulfil the scheduled demand.

Having reviewed the numerous 
issues and discussed the business 
requirements, one of the proposed key 
solutions rested on the implementation 

of an algorithm that allowed downtime 
codes to be propagated from the 
machine centres. 

This solution was implemented across 
17 lines in the plant in the first 
phase of the implementation of the 
plan. The solution featured a digital 
system platform powered by MES 
(manufacturing execution system) 
performance, Edge computing and 
CMMS (computerised maintenance 
management system):

• A new operational dashboard 
provided real-time insight on 
production OEE (overall equipment 
effectiveness) and ANDON (a 
system that quickly alerts operators 
about an issue or problem as it 
arises). By eliminating movement 
and gathering loss and allowing for 
remote monitoring, reporting and 
productivity increased

• A CMMS implementation digitalised 
the maintenance process workflow 
which led to reduced response 
time, improvements to predictive 
maintenance and better spare part 
inventory management

• A Work Order Management system 
was implemented which greatly 
enhanced planning and addressed 
ad hoc rescheduling of work orders

• A new work instruction system was 
installed which helped to ease the 
training of new operators

• The system was integrated with the 
telegram API which allowed critical 
process notifications to be provided 
via telegram.

As a result of these changes, the team 
was able to quickly identify areas for 
improvement, whether in unplanned 
downtime, equipment effectiveness or 
labour inefficiencies. The mechanics 
began to focus on the overall line 

A washing machine assembly lines.

SPECIAL FEATURE

Chai Kim Chen

Chai Kim Chen brings over 30 years of 
experience in Operational Technology, 

industrial and process automation, 
wireless communication, SCADA and 

MOM(Manufacturing Operations 
Management) solutions. With a proven 

track record in helping enterprises, 
particularly the manufacturing sector, 

to create value, he helps companies to 
digitalise and innovate with automation 
systems. Mr Chai is experienced across 

numerous vertical markets including 
water, utilities, manufacturing, and 

industrial automation segment. He is the 
Vice Chairman, Industry 4.0 and Digital 

Working Committee, Federation of 
Malaysian Manufacturers (FMM).

performance instead of just individual 
machines or operators. Additionally, 
training conducted became more 
tailored to address these potential 
challenges based on data received, 
and not simply, based on opinions.

Industry 4.0 provides tremendous 
assistance to manufacturers from 
improved product quality and defect 
tracking, real-time supply chain 
management, predictive maintenance, 
faster product prototyping through 
to output and demand forecasting, 
manufacturers stand to reap significant 
gains when Industry 4.0 strategies are 
implemented. Manufacturers may not 
only realise business goals but also 
reduce costs and increase profitability 
through improvements and optimisation 
right across their value chain.
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BUSINESS CONTINUITY & SUSTAINABILITY

GOOD 
GOVERNANCE
Organisations can maintain transparency and integrity 
through the Guidelines on Adequate Procedures (GAP)
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BUSINESS CONTINUITY & SUSTAINABILITY

I n February 2022, the Transparency International 
Malaysia, with the support of Malaysia Reform 
Initiative (MARI) and United States Agency 

for International Development USAID, published 
the Guidance for Good Practice and Checklist 
on Adequate Procedures which aims to provide 
commercial organisations an overview of the 
implementation of a holistic anti-bribery and 
corruption programme covering the actions 
of employees as well as associates within the 
organisation’s stakeholder network.  

This is in deference to the Section 17A of the MACC 
Act 2009 whereby commercial organisations are 
held accountable in failing to prevent the giving or 
even promising of gratification for its advantage. 
Companies and its directors will be strictly liable if 
any person associated with the organisation is found 
to have given or offered gratification for the benefit of 
an organisation. However, the organisation can argue 
if the organisation and its board are able to prove 
that there were adequate procedures to prohibit, 
prevent and detect such conduct.

For the manufacturing industry, governance 
and sustainability compliance have become top 
requirements in the running of businesses locally and 
on a global scale. Trade bodies and government 
agencies such as the customs as well as industry-
based standards providers closely observe the 
governance standards applied by the exporting 
country and providers.

Forbes Council Member Susana Sierra in an article 
titled Governance as the Force for Real Change 
in the ESG World said that Governance is the 
most important of the ESG (Environmental, Social, 
Governance) principles.

“Every company needs well-defined governance 
to function well. Without putting emphasis on the 
governance model, a business will not be sustainable 
and consistent in its actions, nor will it be able to 
anticipate risks and successfully overcome them, even 
if its environmental and social strategies are well-
implemented. Having a clear and robust governance 
model can allow companies to respond to the needs 
of the future, not just those of the moment,” Sierra 
explained.

She further stated that it is important for companies 
to audit their operations to ensure good practices 
across the board. “Without this foundation, any 
environmental and social initiatives won’t be 
sustainable; instead, they could collapse with every 
management change, every challenge along the way 
and/or any poor execution,” she added.

TRUST, the five main principles (Top-Level Commitment, 
Risk Assessment, Undertake Control Measures, 
Systemic Review, Monitoring & Enforcement, Training 
& Communication) under the Guidance for Good 
Practice and Checklist on Adequate Procedures serve 
as reference points for commercial organisations for 
its anti-corruption policies, procedures and controls.

This checklist was adapted for the Malaysian context 
from the 2010 UK Bribery Act Adequate Procedures 
Guidance published by Transparency International UK 
(TI-UK). 

Transparency International Malaysia conducted two 
workshops with stakeholders in July 2021 to adapt 
the checklist, with subsequent editing and writing of 
additional points by an editorial panel. 

TOP-LEVEL COMMITMENT
The Board’s and Top Management’s commitment 
towards anti-corruption is visible and translates 
consistently into implementation. The Board endorses 
and oversees the development of a holistic Anti-
Bribery & Anti-Corruption (ABC) Programme. The 
primary objective is to set the tone for zero tolerance 
of bribery and corruption. 

RISK ASSESSMENT
The ABC Programme should include a periodic Risk 
Assessment to identify the commercial organisation's 
risk exposure. The assessment should cover all 
geographic locations where it operates and seeks 
new markets, and all persons associated with the 
commercial organisation, including business partners, 
significant investments, agents and intermediaries, 
suppliers, and joint ventures. 

UNDERTAKE CONTROL MEASURES 
Informed by the risk assessment, the management 
develops or updates control measures to provide 
reasonable assurance of preventing or detecting 
bribery. Control measures are adequate, properly 
documented, and proportionate to the level of risk 
exposure.

SYSTEMIC REVIEW, MONITORING & 
ENFORCEMENT 
The programme undergoes regular review to 
improve the efficacy of controls and keep up with the 
changing risk environment. This includes updating 
the risk assessment, revising policies, and improving 
procedures. 

There is consistent internal enforcement of control 
measures which is overseen by the Board, eg through 
internal audits, as well as independent assessment by 
external auditors.  

TRAINING & COMMUNICATION
The commercial organisation ensures effective 
implementation of the ABC Programme by 
communicating the ABC Programme and providing 
adequate training to all employees and stakeholders. 
All employees and external stakeholders are made 
aware of the requirements of the organisation’s ABC 
Programme, and the consequences of violating the 
programme.

(source: transparency.org.my)
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24 TECHNOLOGY & DIGITALISATION

I t may seem like automation has been 
around for a long time but in actual 
fact, the term Smart Manufacturing 

(then Smart Process Manufacturing), was 
first coined in 2006. 

The term is used to describe 
collaborative, fully-integrated 
manufacturing that adopts information 
technology smartly from product 
lifecycle to service life cycles, 
responding in real time to meet 
changing demands and conditions in 
the smart factory, the supply network, 
and customer needs.

It also takes cognisance of production 
logistics, which complete fundamental 
tasks in manufacturing. Essentially, 
smart manufacturing describes a factory 
where machinery and equipment are 
highly automated, self-optimised and 
improve all processes from planning to 
execution.

An April 2022 report by market 
research firm Vantage, Smart 
Manufacturing Market Growth and 
Trends, expects the smart manufacturing 
market to reach a valuation of 
US$237.4 billion by 2028.

The technologies that drive smart 
manufacturing and Industry 4.0 are as 
follows. (source: DesignTech Systems)

Augmented Reality (AR): 
Augmented reality is a technologically 
enhanced version of reality. AR works 
by using technology to overlay digital 
information on an image of something 
being viewed. These images are usually 
viewed through smart phone cameras 
or smart goggles. AR allows monitoring 
of fatigue levels, reduce injury risk and 
improve employee safety.

3D printing : Thanks to the 
innovative use of new printing material 
available today, 3D printers will 
allow manufacturers the flexibility to 
manufacture new products in a cost-
effective manner, vastly speeding up the 
manufacturing process.

Intelligent sensors: Today’s highly 
advanced sensors can make sense of 
complex data that allows machines 
to perform to their fullest capability, 
eliminating the need for remote 
processing while simultaneously 
increasing the productivity and 
efficiency of smart machines.

Connectivity: The connectivity solution 
will need to manage, aggregate, 
buffer, and process data, in a secure 
manner. Processes can be connected 
via Personal Area Network (PAN), 
Local Area Network (LAN), Wide 
Area Network (WAN), Virtual Private 
Network (VPN) or Metropolitan Area 
Network (MAN).

Automation: Robotics and artificial 
intelligence (AI) will play a major role 
in the growth of smart manufacturing. 
AI will inject next-level automation into 
their processes and its software can 
be leveraged in several areas of a 
smart factory, which include planning, 
scheduling, and predictive maintenance.

Tracking: Thanks to IIoT and Industry 
4.0, goods and items can be tracked 
seamlessly through various systems 
such as supply chain management, ERP, 
manufacturing execution systems and 
other IT systems.

Cloud computing: Cloud computing 
aids the development of new products 
as it allows regular collaboration 

Smart manufacturing has been made 
possible by advances in technology

LOOKING TO 
THE FUTURE

throughout the design process. It 
enables employees to prioritise 
important tasks. It allows smart 
manufacturers to connect to global 
locations and track the status of the 
product seamlessly.

Security: Security is a constant 
threat to manufacturers, and smart 
manufacturing envisages the use of 
Deep Neural Networks to secure 
communication which help in 
preventing frauds. 

Predictive maintenance, (using IIoT 
device data and AI to monitor patterns 
in components and machinery to 
calculate which part is likely to fail), 
Digital twin technology (used to 
simulate the supply chain to see how 
machinery operates and to carry out 
evaluations), robots and cobots (these 
work alongside or assist humans – 
such as exoskeletons to manoeuvre 
heavy parts) and blockchain 
technology and distributed computing 
technologies are all components of 
smart manufacturing. 
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25TECHNOLOGY & DIGITALISATION

cybersecurity, smart services, business 
analytics, data centre, cloud and the 
internet.

Leung said the Shenzhen-based AI 
unicorn business, SmartMore, was set 
up in Singapore as part of its regional 
expansion, thanks to a recent US$200 
million investment round from Chinese 
venture capital companies. Slightly 
more than two years old, the company 
focuses on smart manufacturing solutions 
and has rapidly expanded with more 
than 100 smart manufacturing projects 
on board so far.

Finally, DF Automation & Robotics was 
founded in 2012 to develop automated 
guided vehicles, food delivery robots 
and so on.

With the support of the government 
and the rolling out of initiatives such as 
Malaysia’s Industry4WRD policy, as 
well as investing IoT and industrial 3D 
printing research and development for 
IoT, smart manufacturing will soon be 
wholly embedded into every aspect of 
the industry.

SMART MANUFACTURING IN 
MALAYSIA
Recently, it was reported in Bernama 
that the Japan External Trade 
Organisation (JETRO) is collaborating 
with government agencies and 
Japanese companies to accelerate 
adoption of Japanese Industry 4.0 
smart manufacturing technologies 
among Malaysian small and medium 
enterprises (SMEs) as part of the Look 
East Policy (LEP) cooperation.

JETRO conducted business matchings 
and Japanese Industry 4.0 technology 
workshops in March 2022, one of the 
many events to commemorate LEP’s 
40th anniversary, attended by seven 
Japanese solution providers. 

The article noted that JETRO has been 
collaborating with International Trade 
and Industry Ministry, Malaysian 
Investment Development Authority 
(MIDA) and SIRIM Bhd to assist 
Malaysian SMEs to adopt smart 
manufacturing practices. The first phase 
was between 2019 and 2020; where 
10 business seminars introducing 

smart manufacturing technologies were 
conducted. 

Over the years, numerous initiatives 
have been put in place to spur the 
industry towards adoption of smart 
manufacturing practices, such as the 
launch of the Smart Manufacturing 
Research Institute (SMRI) in September 
2019, ECER’s Asia Centre of Excellence 
for Smart Technologies (ACES), among 
others.

A recent industry forum aimed at 
discussing the current state of smart 
manufacturing in Malaysia was detailed 
in a report on Disruptive News Asia.

Industry speakers at the forum were TM 
One Vice President Rejab Sulaiman, 
SmartMore General Manager Barry 
Leung and DF Automation & Robotics 
Chairman Prof Dr Yeong Che Fai.

On a positive note, the speakers noted 
that there were more digital products 
and growing awareness of the benefits 
of digitalisation.

TM has vast experience with solutions 
across the entire range of areas such as 
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Extending work permits and upskilling 
workers are ways to ease Malaysia's 
labour crunch

M alaysian companies are 
giving up orders worth 
billions of ringgit due to 

the shortage of migrant labour. 

Some industry leaders say the 
situation has come to a breaking 
point. There is growing concern 
that Malaysia is missing out on 
opportunities that can increase our 
gross domestic product growth. 

Malaysia lacks at least 1.2 million 
manufacturing, plantation and 
construction workers. The shortage 
is worsening as demand grows 
with an easing of the pandemic, 
industry and government data 
show. 

According to the Malaysian 
Palm Oil Board (MPOB) report in 
2015, nearly 80% of the oil palm 
plantation workers are foreign, 
mainly from Indonesia. 

IRONING OUT

LABOUR 
SHORTAGE 
WOES
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seamless process of foreign worker 
application, he said in a statement 
reported in bernama.com.

The statistics are worrying, and 
business leaders are struggling with 
how to do more with lesser staff. As 
a result, many companies are forced 
to minimise expansions, reducing 
operation time while navigating 
through economic uncertainty. 

Here are some measures companies 
can improve their businesses with a 
leaner team.

TVET REFORMS
Malaysia's lack of migrant and 
skilled labour has resulted in delayed 
business recovery. Manufacturers 
grapple to meet demands, and 
are ramping up new supply chain 
obligations. 

To lessen the impact of the labour 
shortage, companies should consider 
investing in technical and vocational 
education and training (TVET) 
graduates. These individuals are 
trained with specific skills, giving 
them an added advantage in the job 
market. This sets them apart from 
many fresh college graduates, who 
may not have the relevant skills for the 
working industry. 

More companies are looking 
for skilled workers to support 
operations requiring automation and 
technological transformation. 

"There is great demand among the 
electrical and electronics, food and 
beverage, chemicals and chemical 
products, fabricated metal, and rubber 
products industries due to the nature of 
their products and processes. 

"Furthermore, the country's aspiration 
to move towards a more knowledge-
based, high-technology and high-
value-added economy has added to 
the demand for more skilled labour," 
said Tan Sri Dato' Soh Thian Lai in the 
article Shortage of skilled and TVET 
talents hampering pandemic recovery 
in The Edge.

LOOSENING HIRING CRITERIA 
It is undeniable that the lack of 
a workforce leads to reduced 
productivity. On a larger scale, worker 
shortages could also result in a lack 

of motivation, burnout, and unplanned 
employee absences. Therefore, leaders 
must prioritise employee happiness to 
keep staff turnover at bay. 

Bosses can broaden the talent pool by 
relaxing the hiring selection. 

For example, organisations can consider 
lowering the requirements for education 
or experience. How about offering extra 
training to help prepare employees for 
their new roles? 

Diversifying the company pool could 
unearth many motivated employees who 
would go over and beyond to attain the 
company's goals. 

INCREASED LEVEL OF 
AUTOMATION 
If labour shortage affects your business, 
consider the possibility of automation to 
up your team's productivity. 

Recently Ministry of Plantation Industries 
and Commodities Minister (MPIC) 
Datuk Zuraida Kamaruddin urged 
plantation owners to increase the use 
of automation technology due to the 
shortage of migrant labour. 

"MPIC feels that the current labour 
crunch in the palm oil sector will 
spur planters to start investing in 
technological tools and boost their own 
bottom lines in the long run. 

“All parties should be aware that among 
the main reasons for the shortage of 
manpower in the plantation sector was 
the closure of international borders to 
curb the spread of COVID-19 in the 
country and protect the people from the 
infectious disease," she said in a press 
statement.

RESKILLING AND TRAINING 
To overcome the shortage of workers, 
organisations can offer loyal employees 
new skills and redeploy them to different 
departments. 

Companies should work with their 
human resource departments to identify 
and upskill employees' skill sets. Then 
move them from their current role into a 
new one. 

This approach could serve as a win-
win solution for the company and its 
employee. Essentially, it boils down to 
training employees to build a strong 
workforce needed for the future.

The COVID-19 pandemic has resulted in 
a freeze in the arrival of foreign workers 
from March 2020. The country only 
reopened its international borders in 
April. But due to technical issues, only 
several thousand foreign workers have 
returned to Malaysia. 

Due to the shortage of workers in the 
oil palm plantation sector, expected 
revenue losses are around RM20 billion, 
according to a report in The Star. 

Recently, FMM reiterated its call for 
the current application procedure for 
foreign workers' approval. 

FMM President Tan Sri Dato' Soh Thian 
Lai said the procedure should not be 
stopped as it could cause a delay in the 
country's economic recovery. 

"The procedure includes the 
decentralisation of the interview process 
via the One Stop Centre at the state 
labour offices to allow the industry a 
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Employment Act webinar
In June 29, 2022, a webinar was held to 
update members on the major amendments to 
the Employment Act 1955.

The speakers were Labour Department 
Peninsular Malaysia Enforcement Division 
Deputy Director Ahamad Kamal Mohd Nor, 
Labour Department Peninsular Malaysia 
Enforcement Division Senior Assistant Director 
Dr Aida Bakar and Department of Labour 
Federal Territory of Kuala Lumpur Senior 
Assistant Director Faisalfariz Hj Baharudin. 

The session, attended by 176 members, aimed 
at giving attendees a better understanding 
of the amendments which involve 46 clauses 
(28 amended clauses, 10 new clauses and 6 
repealed clauses) and its implications. 

HQ

Webinar on the Employment (Amendment) Act 2022.

Members obtained the necessary clarification in order to better facilitate 
compliance to the new requirements, expected to come into force on September 
1, 2022 and at the same time to maintain industrial harmony at the workplace.

MoU signing on 
ESG
On June 10, 2022, the 
signing of a Memorandum 
of Understanding between 
FMM and MICCI was held, 
with the aim to establish 
a Joint Task Force on 
Environmental, Social and 
Governance (ESG).

The hybrid event, held at 
the FMM conference room 
and as well as over Zoom, 
saw the attendance of FMM 
President Tan Sri Dato' Soh 
Thian Lai, while MICCI was 
represented by its president, 
Christina Tee.

The event was also attended 
by members of the Joint Task 
Force from both sides as well 
other FMM Council Members 
and MICCI General 
Committee.

The establishment of the 
FMM-MICCI Joint Task Force 
on ESG is in support of 
the Government’s national 
commitment to achieve 
sustainable growth, better 
planetary health and 
achievement of the 2030 
Agenda for Sustainable 
Development. 

FMM President Tan Sri Dato' Soh Thian Lai with MICCI President Christina Tee.

FMM and MICCI delegates in a group photo.
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Making sustainability 
a priority
The webinar titled Transitioning 
Towards the Sustainable Agenda 
was held on June 3, 2022, over 
Zoom, which aimed at updating 
members on market and regulatory, 
including institutional investors and 
Bursa Malaysia, with a focus on 
sustainability and Environmental, 
Social and Governance (ESG) 
agendas.

At the session, attended by 265 
participants, the welcoming address 
was delivered by FMM Council 
Member and FMM Sustainable 
Development & Climate Change 
Committee Chairman Juan Aranols. 
The speakers were Dato' V Valluvan 
Veloo, Director, Manufacturing 
Industry, Science and Technology 
Division, Economic Planning Unit 
(EPU), Prime Minister's Department; 
Bursa Malaysia Berhad Group 
Sustainability Assistant Vice 
President Dinagaran Chandra 
Saikharan and Employees Provident 

HQ

Juan Aranols with speakers from EPU, Bursa Malaysia, EPF.

Group photo of Mag Ng with speakers from CIMB, NAHRIM, KPMG and PWC.

Sharing on sustainability
On June 9, 2022, a webinar on 
Sustainability and Organisation’s 
Financing Exposure was held over 
Zoom, attended by 157 participants.

Fund (EPF) Sustainable Centre Office 
Senior Manager Nor Idzma Hassim.

The inaugural FMM Sustainability 
Month June 2022 started off with 
session with EPU on the sustainability 
agenda and policies as outlined in 
the 12th Malaysia Plan while Bursa 

towards managing exposures to ESG 
risks across investment and lending 
activities.

FMM Council Member and FMM 
Sustainable Development & Climate 
Change Committee Member Mag Ng 
delivered the opening remarks. The 
speakers were CIMB Bank Berhad 
Group Sustainability Head Luanne 
Sieh, National Water Research 
Institute of Malaysia (NAHRIM) Chief 
Information Officer Ir Mohd Zaki M 
Amin, KPMG Management & Risk 
Consulting Sdn Bhd Sustainability 
Service Director Zaidatul Zurita 
Abdul Rahman and PwC Malaysia 
Sustainability & Climate Change 
Reporting Partner Herbert Chua.

The overall messages were that ESG 
would soon be prerequisites in various 
business dealings and investment 
decisions including lending activities. 
Companies are also forced to address 
the impact of climate change to their 
operations e.g. inclement weather, 
and carry out risk assessment for 
better resilience.

Malaysia provided overview on the 
development of the Voluntary Carbon 
Market which would be launched 
by end of 2022. EPF also shared 
on their investment policies and 
capital allocation decisions which 
are increasingly influenced by ESG 
considerations.

Held in conjunction with FMM 
Sustainability Month June 2022, the 
session included sharing on market 
focus, risk assessment and reporting 
on sustainability and Environmental, 
Social and Governance (ESG) 
and financial institutions transitions 
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Group photo of the speakers for FMM Webinar on the New Customs 
Harmonised System (HS) Codes 2022.

Session on New Customs Harmonised 
System (HS) Codes 2022
On June 16, 2022, a webinar on the New Customs 
Harmonised System (HS) Codes 2022 was held over Zoom, 
attended by 469 people from 273 companies. 

The session, led by FMM Customs Committee Chair Datuk 
Noraini Soltan, aimed at helping companies obtain a better 
understanding of the classification updates in particular the 
general interpretative rules and practical applications in 
trade documents when it comes to the implementation of the 
new HS Codes 2022.

The World Customs Organisation (WCO) updates the 
Harmonised System (HS) Nomenclature every 5 years, 
and the HS 2022, which is the seventh edition of the 
Nomenclature, enters into force on January 1, 2022.

A focus on ESG journeys
A session on the private sector’s 
sustainability and ESG journeys, 
challenges and aspirations was held on 
June 16, 2022, over a Zoom webinar.

Speakers from Kerry Ingredients, Nestle Malaysia, MAREA and CICM with Dato' Sri Victor Hii 
on Webinar Industry Best Practices - Shared Responsibility, Sustainability & Circularity.

Steven Aroki with speakers from MGTC, SEDA, WWF and MOF.

Insights into ESG initiatives
The webinar Tapping on Existing Initiatives, held over 
Zoom on June 28, 2022, was held to update members 
on available opportunities for sustainability and ESG 
initiatives.

Attended by 132 participants, the welcome remarks 
were given by FMM Council Member and FMM Energy 
& Utilities Management Committee Chairman Steven 
Aroki.

Speaking at the session were Malaysian Green 
Technology and Climate Change Corporation (MGTC) 
Sustainable Consumption & Production Director Abd 
Malik Atan, Allen Lian, Sustainable Energy Development 
Authority (SEDA) Malaysia Technical Development & 
Facilitation Director Steve Anthony Lojuntin and Ministry 
of Finance Fiscal and Economics Division Principal 
Assistant Secretary Maximilian Tariq Conrad.

The webinar, titled Industry Best 
Practices – Shared Responsibility, 
Sustainability & Circularity, was 
attended by 237 participants, who had 
the opportunity to interact with industry 

peers who have taken the steps towards 
setting the target for net zero emission, 
as well as the specific industry groups 
that came together for the on-going 
initiatives in environmental conservation 
through plastic recycling initiatives 
and responsible care program for safe 
chemical management. 

The welcome address was delivered 
by FMM Council Member and FMM 
Environmental Management & Circular 
Economy Committee Chairman Dato' Sri 
Victor Hii Lu Thian.

The speakers were Kerry Ingredients 
Sdn Bhd APMEA Region Environmental 
Sustainability & HSE Assurance 
Manager Dato' Mohd Ashhadi Alias, 
Nestle Malaysia Berhad Corporate 
Affairs Executive Director Dato' Adnan 
Pawanteh, Malaysian Recycling Alliance 
(MAREA Malaysia) General Manager 
Pauline Goh and Chemical Industries 
Council of Malaysia (CICM) Executive 
Director Dato' Muhtar Hashim.
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Group photo of the courtesy call from JETRO Singapore.

Group photo of the courtesy call from Ambassador 
of Sweden.

Courtesy call
FMM President Tan Sri Dato' Soh Thian Lai 
and FMM Chief Executive Officer Datuk 
Dr Yeoh Oon Tean received a courtesy call 
from H.E Joachim Bergström, Ambassador 
of Sweden on July 13, 2022 to discuss 
opportunities to enhance bilateral trade and 
investment between Malaysia and Sweden.

Courtesy call
To discuss potential collaborations with FMM in areas such as sustainability, 
supply chain and cultivation of human resources, Hiroshi Ishikawa, Executive 
Director, Regional Head of Asia-Pacific JETRO (Japan External Trade 
Organization) Singapore and Yosuke Kurotani, First Secretary, Embassy of 
Japan, paid FMM a courtesy call on July 25, 2022.

Welcoming these esteemed guests were FMM President Tan Sri Dato' Soh 
Thian Lai and FMM Vice-Presidents Dato' Andrew Goh and Jacob Lee.

Group photo of the courtesy call from the Royal Thai Embassy in KL.

A fruitful meeting
On August 1, 2022, FMM President Tan Sri Dato' Soh Thian 
Lai, FMM Vice-President Dato’ Nathan Suppiah and FMM 
Export & International Export Committee Chair Hiroyuki 
Imizu received a courtesy call from Royal Thai Embassy in 
KL Minister Counsellor (Commercial) Worawan Wanwil.

Among the topics discussed include areas of potential 
opportunities and collaboration to enhance the bilateral 
trade and investment between the two countries.

Discussion on facilitating labour 
recruitment
FMM President Tan Sri Dato' Soh Thian Lai, FMM Vice-
Presidents Dato’ Nathan Suppiah and Jacob Lee Chor 
Kok, FMM CEO Datuk Dr Yeoh Oon Tean as well as FMM 
Export & International Export Committee Chair Hiroyuki 
Imizu received a courtesy call from Bangladesh High 
Commission in Kuala Lumpur Deputy High Commissioner 
Mohammad Khorshed Alam Khastagir in Kuala Lumpur 
on August 2, 2022 to explore ways promote trade and 
investment between the two countries.

Also in attendance were Bangladesh High Commission in 
Kuala Lumpur Second Secretary-Political Rehana Parvin 
and Diplomatic Research Assistant Mohammad Al Imran.

Group photo of the courtesy call from Mohammad Khorshed Alam 
Khastagir.
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Promoting industrial parks in Sabah
A forum titled Investment Opportunities in Sabah Industrial Parks under the Ministry of Industrial Development was held at the 
Westin Kuala Lumpur on August 8, 2022, to promote industrial parks under the Ministry of Industrial Development, Sabah with 
the aim to attract foreign and domestic investors to invest in the state.

Organised by the Ministry of Industrial Development, Sabah, with support from FMM, the event was graced by YB Datuk Dr 
Joachim Gunsalam, Deputy Chief Minister of Sabah, who is also the Minister of Industrial Development, Sabah.  

The forum, attended by 200 participants, gave greater insights on what Sabah could offer to its potential investors through the 
various presentations and sharing by the Director of Department of Industrial Development, Sabah and CEOs’ of Invest Sabah 
Berhad, K.K.I.P Sdn Bhd, POIC Sabah and the Sabah Oil & Gas Development Corporation Sdn Bhd.

Training on food manufacturing
Workshop sessions under the training programme titled 
Australian Food Manufacturers Program: Food Science and 
Technology were held between March 30 to May 31, led 
by TAFE NSW (Technical and Further Education, New South 
Wales, Australia) Food Technology teacher Dr Simon Little.

Organised by the Australian Trade & Investment 
Commission (AUSTRADE), the online session on May 
11, 2022, was attended by 25 participants from 16 
companies.

Fully sponsored by AUSTRADE, and targeted at quality 
control and quality assurance professionals in the food 
industry, there were a total of five days of training with a 
total of 8 hours training and a 2-hour industry workshop 
shared by both Malaysian and Australian industry 
representatives.

Group photo of Thomas Logijin, Permanent Secretary of Ministry of Industrial Development, Sabah, flanked by Tan Sri Dato’ Soh Thian Lai, FMM 
President and James Ha, Chairman of FMM Sabah together with the rest of the forum participants.

HQ

Food safety for supervisors
The Australian Food Manufacturers Training Programme: 
Food Safety for Supervisors on May 11, 2022, was led by 
TAFE NSW (Technical and Further Education, New South 
Wales, Australia) Nutrition and Catering Head Teacher Evan 
Pemberton.

The remote session featured talks from Bidor Kwong Heng 
Sdn Bhd Vice President of Operations Teh Hing Yong, HEXA 
Food Sdn Bhd Factory Manager Raja Giri, Dairy Australia 
International Market Manager Bronwyn Duke and AUSTRADE 
Senior Global Engagement Manager and Sector Lead for the 
Nut Category Kevin Norman. The session was attended by 
25 participants from 15 companies.

Among the topics discussed were understanding key 
organisational procedures, identifying and controlling food 
hazards and handling food safely at all stages. 
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An insightful training session
A programme fully sponsored by Yayasan Peneraju Pendidikan Bumiputera, an agency under the Prime Minister’s Department, 
was conducted in the form of a 19-day classroom training and a 5-hour examination at the end of the programme, from May 31 
to August 23, 2022.

Held at the Faculty of Engineering and Built Environment, Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia (UKM), Bangi, Selangor, the session 
titled Peneraju Skil Certified Quality Engineer was led by trainers Then Kui Min, Flora Anthonysamy, Mahadev Prasad and 
Khairol Anuar Masuan.

HQ

Berbuka puasa cum briefing
FMM Kedah/Perlis Committee Members met with TNB Kedah for a discussion on the solar 
package under the Smart Strategic Business Partnership which includes GSPARX Solar Rooftop 
(Sustainability) and ALLO High Speed Broadband (Connectivity).

The meeting which was also a berbuka puasa session, and held on April 26,2022, at the Park 
Avenue Hotel, Sungai Petani was attended by 30 participants from 10 companies.

The guest of honour at the event was TNB's Head of State Retail Wan Ishak Soed.

The Branch 
Committee with the 
TNB Kedah team.

KEDAH/PERLIS

Visit to local 
council
The branch had a 
meeting with Yang 
Di Pertua Majlis 
Perbandaran Sungai 
Petani, Tuan Syed 
Khairol Anuar Syed 
Abidin on April 12, 
2022. 

The CLQ, infrastructure 
& utilities problems 
were discussed at 
this meeting, held at 
Wisma MPSPK. FMM 
requested MPSP to 
loosen some criteria on 
the Building Planning 
Permission approval 
so as to speed up 
JTK’s approval for 
temporary CLQ.

BON session
On May 19, 2022, a BON session was 
conducted with the attendance of 60 
participants from 40 companies and 5 
potential members including representatives 
from related government agencies. 

During the BON Session, held at Park 
Avenue Hotel, Sungai Petani, TNB briefed 
on their Smart Strategic Business Partnership 
programme. HRD Corp Penang Assistant Vice 
President Mohd Firdaus presented the topic of 
Micro Credential Introduction to participants. 

In attendance were Bahagian Perancangan 
Ekonomi Negeri (BPEN) Kedah Director 
Muhamad Mahazi Haji Ibrahim and MIDA 
Kedah/Perlis Director Harun Elik.

Kedah/Perlis members during the BON Session Raya Hi-Tea.
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Group photo of FMM Kedah/Perlis Committee Members together with the guests of honour.

Successful session
On June 16, 2022, the branch held a BON Session at the Park Avenue Hotel, Sungai Petani, attended by 60 people from 35 
companies, as well as 10 non-FMM members.

FMM Membership Chairman Dato Andrew Goh Boon Kim attended the session, as well as FMM Membership Vice Chairman 
Dato' Seri Dr Haji Haminnuddin Haji Abd Hamid, BPEN Kedah Director Muhamad Mahazi Haji Ibrahim and MIDA Kedah/Perlis 
Director Harun Elik.

Group photo of the participants who attended the workshop.

Fruitful forum
FMM Kedah/Perlis conducted a 2-hour workshop on brainstorming for few shift structures in order to comply with the new 45 
working hours per week regulation under the Employment Act 1955. 

The workshop, held on June 16, 2022 at Cinta Sayang Resort, Sungai Petani, was also supervised by 2 officers from the 
Department of Labour, Sungai Petani to guide the discussion according to Employment Act regulations.

Present at the discussion were Branch Chairman Ng Lai Choon and FMM Kedah/Perlis Human Resources Management and 
Environmental, Health & Safety Chairman Bahurudin Abdul Majid, and 65 people from 36 companies attended.
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PENANG

Fruitful visit
On April 21, 2022, a few 
members paid courtesy visit to 
the Royal Malaysian Customs 
Department, led by FMM 
Penang Branch Chairman 
Dato’ Lee Teong Li.

The objective of the visit was 
to introduce the new team of 
branch committee members 
and to build rapport and 
support the activities by 
Royal Malaysian Customs 
Department.

Group photo of FMM Penang and 
RMCD.

Networking session
The branch held a networking session at FMM Penang to attract and encourage members and potential members to actively 
participate in the branch’s activities, such as training programmes and sub-committee meetings. 

The session, held on June 16, 2022, was attended by 77 participants and led by FMM Penang Branch Chairman Dato’ Lee Teong 
Li, FMM Penang Membership, Social & Community Building Sub-Committee Chairman Dato’ Lim Aun Ghee, FMM Vice-President 
cum FMM Membership Chairman, Dato' Andrew Goh Boon Kim and FMM Membership Vice Chairman Dato' Seri Dr Haji 
Haminnuddin Hj Abd. Hamid.

Group photo with members and potential members.
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Insightful webinar
FMM Penang collaborated with InvestPenang and the Penang 
Development Corporation (PDC) to promote the Penang 
food industry in conjunction with the Penang 50th Industrial 
Anniversary. 

The webinar, held on June 24, 2022 and attended by 93 
participants, showcased the journey of the food industry in 
Penang.

FMM Penang webinar on the Food Industry Journey in Penang with Dato' Seri Lee Kah Choon (left) and Dato' Lee Teong Li (right).

Present during the webinar were Dato’ Seri Lee Kah Choon, 
Organising Committee cum Moderator, Chairperson and 
Special Investment Advisor to the Chief Minister of Penang, 
as well as FMM Penang Chairman Dato’ Lee Teong Li.

The speakers were Ghee Hiang Manufacturing Co Sdn 
Bhd Director Ch’ng Huck Theng, Tropical Consolidated 
Corporation Sdn Bhd Key Account Manager Angelique Tan 
Li Qin and Produk Makanan Enak Gembira Sdn Bhd General 
Manager Jean Ooi Chuen Huei.

PENANG

Dialogue session
On June 22, 2022, the branch held a dialogue session with the Royal Malaysian Customs Department as a means of fostering 
direct interaction with the customs representatives.

In attendance was FMM Penang Vice-Chairman cum Chairman of Customs & Government Liaison and Tuan Idrus Ahmad, Penolong 
Kanan Pengarah Kastam I.

Group photo of industry players with representatives from the Royal Malaysian Customs Department (RMCD).
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The meeting was chaired by Ir. Mohd Azhar bin Abd Rashid and 
attended by representatives from FMM Perak members.

PERAK

Discussion with TNB
On April 26, 2022, the branch held an e-meeting with 
Tenaga Nasional Berhad (TNB) Perak, participated by 18 
attendees.

TNB, led by TNB Perak Head of Retail Ir Mohd Azhar 
Abd Rashid, briefed participants on the ICPT surcharge 
implementation and fuel prices outlook for 2H2022 which 
indicates a further potential increase of tariff surcharge. 

TNB received overwhelming support from the private 
sector for Green Electricity Tariff and the programme is 
fully subscribed for 2022. TNB addressed power quality 
issues raised by 3 members by identifying the causes and 
outlined preventive measures to be carried out.

Group photo of the webinar participants.

Webinar on financial assistance
A webinar to update the industries on Business 
Recapitalisation Facility, All Economic Sector, and SME 
Automation and Digitalisation Facility was held on May 26, 
2022, attended by 12 members and one non-member.

The session, titled Financial Assistance for SMIs, was 
held online with the following speakers: from Bank 
Negara Malaysia (Penang) Manager Chang Wen Han, 
SME Corporation Perak Director Azrine Othman, MIDA 
Perak Assistant Director Mohd Fazrin Fauzi, Malaysian 
Industrial Development Finance (MIDF) Northern Region 
Sales Associate Muaz Mohd Azizul, Malaysia Digital 
Economy Corporation (MDEC) Digital Solutions & Advisory 
Lead Stanley Lo Chang Foh and Malaysia External Trade 
Development Corporation (MATRADE) Northern Region 
Assistant Director Zulqarnain Mohammad.

Briefing on CLQ project
On June 2, 2022, a briefing was held in 
order to inform members on the status of 
the proposed Centralised Labour Quarters 
(CLQ) project in Perak.

The Branch invited CLQ Silvervalley Sdn 
Bhd, a joint venture with PKNP, to speak 
on the Centralised Labour Quarters (CLQ) 
project status in Perak. 

In attendance were CEO/Managing 
Director of CLQ Silvervalley Sdn Bhd 
CEO/Managing Director Dato’ Neoh 
Soon Hiong, PKNP Industrial Development 
and Promotion Manager of PKNP Ir. Tiah 
Oon Hang and Perunding Tamadun Teras 
Sdn Bhd CEO Prof. Dr. Azami Zaharim.

FMM Perak Chairman, Chua Kay Lin, 
FMM Perak Vice Chairmen, Edmund 
Wong and Mark Chan were present at 
the briefing.

Dato’ Neoh Soon Hiong (3rd from left) and Ir. Tiah Oon Han (4th from left) with FMM 
Perak Chairman, Chua Kay Lin (2nd from right) and FMM Vice President, Dato’Gan Tack 
Kong (1st from right).

CLQ Silvervalley, which has been 
entrusted to establish the CLQs, 
delivered the news that Silibin and 
Seri Iskandar have been earmarked 
as pilot projects. The CLQ at Silibin 

and Seri Iskandar will be able to 
accommodate up to 3,000 and 2,400 
workers respectively. The rental rate is 
estimated to be approximately RM200/
worker per month.
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PERAK

Courtesy visit
Telekom Malaysia Berhad Perak paid a courtesy call to FMM Perak on June 10, 2022, to renew acquaintances with the branch.

At the end of June 2022, 5G in Ipoh was launched, made possible with the support of Datuk Bandar Ipoh, Dato’ Rumaizi 
Baharin.

Present at the visit were FMM Perak Chairman Chua Kay Lin, State Regulatory & Engagement General Manager Tn Haji Badrul 
Hisham Bahari, SME/Meb Perak Head Azleen Hj Taib, Sales Programme and Partners Management Manager Amirull Hisham 
Abu, TM One Manager Mohd Amirul Syazili Mohd Suhimee and State Regulatory & Engagement Officer Tn Haji Mohd Nazeri 
Haji Abdul Jalil.

Strategic visit
On June 15, 2022, the Membership Chairman 
Dato’ Andrew Goh Boon Kim and Membership 
Vice-Chairman Dato' Seri Dr Haji Haminnuddin 
paid a visit to FMM Perak to foster closer 
relations with the branch committee members.

During the visit, membership recruitment and 
retention strategies were shared and discussed 
in order to achieve 6,000 members by 
FY2028/2029. Issues and challenges related 
to membership recruitment and retention 
were also discussed with Branch Membership 
Chairman.

Present at the session were FMM Perak 
Chairman Chua Kay Lin, and three FMM Perak 
Vice Chairmen Edmund Wong, Mark Chan 
and Tony Cheam.

The visit by Tn Haji Badrul Hisham Bin Bahari (2nd from right), Mohd Amirul Syazili Mohd Suhimee (1st from right), Pn Azleen Hj Taib (4th from 
right) and Amirull Hisham Abu (3rd from left) was well received by FMM Perak Chairman Chua Kay Lin (3rd from right).

Dato’Andrew Goh (6th from left) with Dato' Seri Dr Haji Haminnuddin (4th from left) 
Dato’ Gan Tack Kong (5th from left), Chua Kay Lin (6th from right), Tan Seow Heng 
(5th from right), Tony Cheam (4th from right), Edmund Wong (3rd from right) and 
Mark Chan (2nd from left).
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Canadian trade commissioner 
visit
On June 23, 2022, the Trade Commissioner from 
the High Commission of Canada in Malaysia 
Yamunah Kandasamy visited the branch to build 
rapport and promote the upcoming trade mission 
to Canada, as well as the Carbon Capture 
Canada event in Edmonton.

FMM Perak Vice Chairmen Edmund Wong and 
Mark Chan attended the session, which included 
discussions on trade opportunities for Small and 
Medium Size Industries.

Insightful session
On June 20, 2022, a briefing on centralised labour quarters in Perak 
was held at the branch, which was attended by 29 participants.

The Perak State Development Corporation (PKNP) and CLQ Silvervalley 
Sdn Bhd briefed participating companies on the proposed Centralised 
Labour Quarters (CLQ) project.

The session was organised for the benefit of members in the vicinity of 
Seri Iskandar and Silibin earmarked as pilot projects.

FMM Perak Vice Chairman Edmund Wong and FMM Perak Immediate 
Past Chairman Tan Seow Heng were present to welcome speakers CLQ 
Silvervalley Sdn Bhd CEO/Managing Director Dato’ Neoh Soon Hiong, 
PKNP Industrial Development and Promotion Manager Ir. Tiah Oon Han 
and Perunding Tamadun Teras Sdn Bhd CEO Prof. Dr. Azami Zaharim.

Unlocking RCEP
A seminar titled “Unlocking 
Regional Comprehensive 
Economic Partnership (RCEP): 
How Can Manufacturers Tap on 
the Opportunities Ahead?” was 
held on June 28, 2022 at the 
Weil Hotel in Ipoh, attended by 
26 participants.

The purpose of the session was to 
assist member companies to better 
understand how they can reap the 
benefits from the RCEP agreement 
and how to apply for preferential 
tariff treatment.

The speakers were MITI KL 
Principal Assistant Director Zurina 
Abdul Rahim, MITI KL Assistant 
Director Jonathan Francis Xavier 
and Dagang Net Technologies 
Sdn Bhd Regional Manager 
(Northern) Suhaimi Sulaiman.

FMM Perak Vice Chairmen 
Edmund Wong and Mark Chan 
attended the session.

PERAK

Dato’ Neoh and Ir. Tiah briefing members on the project.

Yamunah Kandasamy (2nd from right), with Edmund 
Wong (2nd from left) and Mark Chan (1st from right).

Participants listening to the briefing by Jonathan Francis Xavier.
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Green solutions
On April 12, 2022, FMM Selangor and Kuala Lumpur paid a courtesy visit to the Malaysian Green Technology and Climate 
Change Corporation (MGTC) in Bandar Baru Bangi, Selangor. The visit was aimed at establishing closer rapport between the 
FMM Selangor and Kuala Lumpur Branch’s Green Technology Working Sub-Committee and MGTC. MGTC Chief Executive 
Officer Elina Jani led the briefing, encompassing areas like Green Investment Tax Allowance, Green Income Tax Exemption, and 
MyHijau Certification. MGTC hopes to have more collaborative efforts with FMM Selangor and Kuala Lumpur. 

Puan Elina Jani (Seventh from left) together with FMM Selangor & Kuala Lumpur Green Technology Committee Members and other MGTC staff.

Webinar on Employment Act
On June 20, 2022, a webinar held over Zoom was held to 
educate members on the latest Employment (Amendment) Act 
which contains comprehensive amendments i.e. 46 sections 
in total and 7 key changes.

PERAK

Group photo of webinar participants.

FMM Institute Perak conducted this webinar focusing on 
the amendments and other related topics to provide for the 
protection against discrimination and forced labour, reduced 
working hours and maternity and paternity benefits.

FMM HR/IR Advisor K. Kesavan conducted the session, 
attended by 43 participants from 28 companies.
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Fostering better partnerships
Air Selangor invited FMM Selangor and Kuala Lumpur to its Majlis Mesra Ramadan Air Selangor on April 26, 2022 at Bukit 
Kiara Equestrian & Country Resort in Kuala Lumpur. The objective of the event was to establish closer cooperation between both 
organisations. Air Selangor was represented by its Customer Experience Department Head Abdul Halem Mat Som.

Abdul Halem Mat Som (ninth from left) together with FMM Selangor & Kuala Lumpur Branch Committee Members.

SELANGOR & KUALA LUMPUR

Forgeing business relationships
FMM Selangor and Kuala Lumpur held its Membership Networking Session on May 17, 2022 at its office in Shah Alam, 
Selangor. The programme’s objective was to welcome new members, and encourage potential members to introduce their 
respective businesses and companies to the industry. FMM Vice-President and FMM Membership Chairman Dato' Andrew Goh 
Boon Kim and Malaysian Investment Development Authority (Selangor) Director Noor Aini Samoon attended the session.

Membership Networking Session on May 17, 2022.
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Women power
FMM Selangor and Kuala Lumpur paid a visit to the Department of Women Development (JPW) at the Ministry of Women, Family 
and Community Development in Putrajaya on May 19, 2022. 

The purpose of the meeting was to explore possible areas of collaboration and facilitate the exchange of information and 
discussion on programmes related to women in business. In attendance were FMM Klang Regional Committee Chairman Lee 
Pang and JPW Strategic Collaboration Director Iliana Yusoff.

Puan NorShahidawati Abdullah (sixth from left) together with FMM Women in Business Committee Members.

Say no to corruption
The Malaysian Anti-Corruption Commission (MACC) Kuala 
Lumpur Director Razaliah Abdul Rahman met with FMM 
KL Regional Committee Chairman Dato’ Palaniappan 
Joseph on May 18, 2022. The meeting, which took place 
at the branch’s office in Shah Alam, Selangor, focused on 
potential collaborations between both parties in addressing 
corporate corruption. 

Engagement session with Dato’ Palaniappan Joseph and Razaliah 
Abdul Rahman.

Hj. Ismail Lathifi Teh (Seventh from left) together with other FMM 
Selangor & Kuala Lumpur delegation members.

Working hand in hand 
On May 19, 2022, FMM Selangor and Kuala Lumpur made 
a courtesy visit to Tenaga Nasional Berhad Selangor Head 
of State Retail Selangor Division Ismail Lathifi Teh. 

The officers discussed manufacturing-related topics, and 
issues faced by its members, including power outages. The 
meeting took place on at Wisma TNB Taipan in Subang 
Jaya, Selangor.
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Hari Raya gathering
FMM Selangor and Kuala Lumpur members 
attended the Management and Science University 
(MSU) Aidilfitri Open House on May 27, 2022.

MSU President Professor Tan Sri Dato’ Wira Dr 
Mohd Shukri Ab Yajid welcomed FMM Selangor 
and Kuala Lumpur Chairman Michelle Hah and 
other members to the gathering, held at MSU’s 
campus in Shah Alam, Selangor.

Group photo with Professor Tan Sri Dato' Wira Dr. Mohd Shukri Ab Yajid.

Networking session
On June 29, 2022, 50 members attended a networking session at FMM 
Selangor and Kuala Lumpur’s office in Shah Alam, Selangor. The session 
included a briefing of FMM's key services and benefits. 

Members were given the opportunity to present their companies’ 
profiles. This was followed by a presentation from Malaysian Investment 
Development Authority (MIDA) Selangor Director Noor Aini Samoon. 

FMM Selangor and Kuala Lumpur’s Chairman of the Membership 
Services Working Committee, Mag Ng led the session.

Membership Networking Session.

MELAKA

Customs meeting
On May 24, 2022, a private consultative meeting was held between FMM Malacca and the Customs Department Malacca to 
discuss issues faced by members.

Meetings of this nature are held twice a year and it is a platform for members who are having issues related to customs to 
discuss it directly with the officers concerned. It is also for Customs to update the industries if there are any changes to customs 
related regulations.

Present at the meeting, held at Wisma Kastam, Air Keroh Melaka and attended by 12 FMM Members and chaired by the 
State Customs Director, Norlela Ismail.

FMM Members and Customs Officers who attended the meeting.
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Participants of the FMM Johor Business Opportunity 
Networking session.

Networking session
On June 21, 2022, the Johor Branch held a networking 
platform for members to promote their services and 
products. New members, existing members and some 
potential members enjoyed the session, held at the branch 
office in Johor Bharu, Johor. Present at the session were 
FMM Vice President Dato’ Andrew Goh and FMM Johor 
Branch Vice Chairman Gerard Sankar.

JOHOR

Group photo in front of Frontier Industry Hostel, Desa Cemerlang.

Comfortable living conditions
The Johor Branch under its Health Risk 
Assessment sub-committee organised an 
educational visit to Kujaya Group Hostel at 
Frontier Industrial Park, Desa Cemerlang in Ulu 
Tiram, Johor on June 16, 2022.

The purpose of the visit was to promote Act 
446 compliance of the Employees’ Minimum 
Standards of Housing among members. Kujaya 
Management Sdn Bhd’s Directors Datuk Jack 
Wan and Datin Su Ling, welcomed FMM 
delegates. They were briefed on Act 446 
awareness as per government requirements.

FMM assisting 
juveniles at Henry 
Gurney School to 
find employment and 
give them a second 
chance in life.

Offering a second chance
FMM together with SOCSO Sarawak organised an online interview with Puncak Borneo 
Prison Department’s assistance for juveniles of the Henry Gurney School on April 18, 2022. 

Ten FMM members offered 80 vacancies to the 40 juveniles, aged 18 – 21 years old. 

BON Session
On April 20, 2022, 
following the courtesy call by 
Ambassador of Uzbekistan 
H.E. Ravshan Usmanov, FMM 
Sarawak organised an online 
BON Session, attended by 
14 FMM members who had 
the opportunity to engage 
with companies from the 
Chamber of Commerce and 
Industry of Uzbekistan.

Present at the session was 
FMM Sarawak Chairman 
Dato' Sri Victor Hii Lu 
Thian and Ambassador of 
Uzbekistan H.E. Ravshan 
Usmanov.

SARAWAK

With reference to the page titled "A WELCOMED MEET-UP" on page 45 of the April-June 2022 issue of BIA, FMM Johor Branch 
Chairman, Mr Saw Seong Ho name was mispelled as "Mr Saw Seong How". This error is regretted.
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FMM NEWS

SARAWAK

Dato' Sri Victor Hii Lu Thian (2nd right) presenting a token to Ryan Baerg (2nd left) during the High Commission 
of Canada's visit to FMM Sarawak.

Courtesy call
The Counsellor 
(Commercial) and Senior 
Trade Commissioner, 
Ryan Baerg from the High 
Commission of Canada 
paid a courtesy call to FMM 
Sarawak on June 28, 2022. 

Canada is very interested 
in providing affordable 
solutions to the automation 
and the Industrial Revolution 
(IR) 4 implementation in 
Sarawak. 

During the visit, to the FMM 
Sarawak Branch Office in 
Kuching, FMM Sarawak 
Chairman Dato' Sri Victor 
Hii Lu Thian welcomed the 
Counsellor (Commercial) 
and Senior Trade 
Commissioner.

EASTERN

The webinar on cyber security was conducted by Rahul Thomas.

Webinar on cyber security
On April 21, 2022, the branch held a webinar on cyber security 
awareness to inform participants about recent updates and practices 
in the fundamentals of cyber security such as how to secure privacy 
and security of personal information. The session, attended by 30 
participants, was led by trainer Rahul Thomas.

Insightful web session
A webinar, “Understanding the Occupational 
Safety and Health (Amendment) Act for 
Employers”, a collaboration with FMM Johor, was 
held on April 21,2022.

It was held to equip participants with basic 
understanding of the OSHA Act 1994 and to 
raise awareness and improve workers' safety, 
health, and welfare and protect them from safety 
and health risks while working.

The session was conducted by trainer Muhammad 
Haziq Shazli Rosli.

The webinar on OSHA was conducted by Muhammad 
Haziq Shazli Rosli.
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and the employee under the contract of service. By complying 
with the limitation of hours of work per week, the number 
of hours of work per day of 7.5 hours will become “normal 
hours of work” and by virtue of section 7 of the Act which says 
that “more favourable conditions of service under the Act to 
prevail”. In such circumstances, the formula for computation of 
hourly rate of pay will be affected and the new formula will be 
ORP/7.5hours.

Recently, a production manager recruited 
2 employees. Employee A is 58 years 
old who was not in employment after 

optional retirement at the age of 55 years old, 
however there was an EIS contribution for him 
before his optional retirement, and the other, 
Employee B, is 61 years old. The payroll clerk 
wishes to know whether the company should 
make contributions towards Employment Insurance 
System Act 2017 for these 2 employees. 

Under Paragraph 8 and 9 of the First Schedule 
of the Employment Insurance System Act 2017, 
the following categories of employees are not 

subjected to the Employment Insurance System Act 2017:

(i) employee who has not attained the age of 18 years or 
employee who has attained the age of retirement under 
MRA 2012 (60 years) ( Paragraph 8)

(ii) employee who has attained the age of 57 years but there 
were contributions made before 57 years. (Paragraph 9).

Although the age of employee A is 58 years old that is above 
57 years old, he does not fall within the meaning of employee 
under Paragraph 9 of the First Schedule of the Employment 
Insurance System Act 2017 because there were contributions 
done before his optional retirement, that is, before the age of 
57 years. Under these circumstances he is still subject to EIS 
contribution.

For employee B who is 61 years old, he does fall within the 
meaning of employee under Paragraph 8 of the First Schedule 
of the Employment Insurance System Act 2017, therefore he is 
not subject to EIS contribution.

Employee D joined the company on 1 
June 2022 and at that time she was three 
months pregnant. She is expected to go 

for confinement on 30 November 2022. If she gives 
birth to her baby on 29 November 2022:

FMMASK
Company A intends to sell its production 
branch in Shah Alam to Company B. 
Under the sales and purchase agreement, 

the change of ownership of business will commence 
from 1 February 2023. When Company B takes 
over the business, Company B is only willing to 
retain all the employees employed by company 
A as new employees.  Employee C who is an 
executive earning RM3,500 per month wishes to 
know whether is he entitled to termination benefits 
and which company is liable to pay termination 
benefits. 

Since the change of ownership of business takes 
place on 1 February 2023, employee C will 
be under the scope of Paragraph1 of the First 

Schedule of the Employment Act 1955 and because his wages 
are less than RM4000 per month he is not excluded from the 
application of 60J (Minister Empowered To Make Regulation 
On Termination, Lay-Off And Retirement Benefits) of the Act 
and Employment (Termination and Lay-off Benefits) Regulations 
1980 is applicable to him. (Amendment to the First Schedule 
of the Act will come into effect from 01 January 2023). 

According to section 12(3) (f) of the Act, termination occurs 
when there is a change of ownership of business, in such 
a situation company A needs to give notice of termination 
to employee C. When Company B did not offer continuous 
service to employee C, employee C can claim termination 
benefits from Company A according to the provision of 
Regulation 8(2) of the Employment (Termination and Lay-off 
Benefits) Regulations 1980.

Currently the company is practising 6 
days’ work in a week with normal hours 
of work per day of 8 hours. In computing 

the hourly rate of pay (HRP), the company used 
the formula of ORP/8 in accordance to section 60I 
of the Employment Act 1955. The company has 
decided to change the working hours per day from 
8 hours to 7.5 hours, effective 1 January 2023 
for the purpose of complying with the limitation 
of weekly working hours of 45 hours. Will such 
changes affect the computation of hourly rate of 
pay? 

Under section 60I of the Employment Act 1955, 
the formula for calculation of hourly rate of pay 
is ORP/normal hours of work and under section 

60 A (3) (c) of the Act “normal hours of work” means the 
number of hours of work as agreed between an employer 
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?
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A1.
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(a) Will she be entitled to maternity leave 
and maternity allowance? 

(b) For her to be entitled to maternity leave and 
maternity allowance, what is her statutory duty 
towards her employer?

(a) On the date of giving birth, she has been pregnant for 
more than 22 weeks, therefore she fulfils the meaning of 
“confinement”, therefore she will be entitled to no less 
than 60 days of maternity leave under the existing law, 
since the amendment has yet to come into force. On the 
date of confinement, she has been in employment around 
6 months thus she has been in employment during the 4 
months period immediately before her confinement and 
has been in employment of not less than 90 days during 
the 9 months immediately before her confinement and the 
newborn is her first child, thus she will be entitled to receive 
maternity allowance during the period of maternity leave.

(b) For her to enjoy her maternity allowance on time, the 
employee needs to notify her employer within 60 days 
immediately preceding her expected confinement and 
the date she intends to commence her maternity leave, if 
not the employer can suspend the payment of maternity 
allowance until such notice is given.

Employee F is employed as a HR 
executive earning RM5,000.00 per 
month, under his terms and conditions 

of service, he can be dismissed without notice for 
disciplinary reasons, however there is no terms and 
condition in his contract of service for downgrading.

(a) If Employee F is found guilty for misconduct 
of tardiness on 1 December 2022, can the 
employer impose the penalty of downgrading 
based on section 14 of the Employment Act 
1955, since there is no such terms and condition 
under the contract of service.

(b) If later the employee is found guilty for 
committing sexual harassment can the employer 
impose the penalty of downgrading based on 
section 14 of the Employment Act 1955.

(a) Since the employee is not under the scope 
of Employment Act 1955 in year 2022, the 

employer cannot apply section 14 to impose the penalty of 
downgrading. However after January 1 2023, the employee 
will fall within the scope of Employment Act 1955 and if there 
is any disciplinary action taken against the employee, the 
employer can imposes the penalty of downgrading based on 
section 14 of the Employment Act 1955 since after January 1 
2023 the Act covers all employees who have entered into a 
contract of service. 

(b) If later the employee is found guilty of committing sexual 
harassment, the employer cannot apply section 14 of 
the Act to impose penalty of downgrading, however the 
employer can apply section 81C(a)(ii) of the Act to impose 
penalty of downgrading.

The content of this section is intended for the purpose of general advisory information and not be construed as legal advice.

A4.

Q5.
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FMM-MIER

Business conditions pick up in 1H2022, 
Cautious outlook for 2H2022

BUSINESS 
CONDITIONS SURVEY

Indicators

FMM - MIER Business Conditions Index Values

Current 
(Compared to 6 months ago)

Looking Forward 
(Next 6 months)

2H2020 1H2021 2H2021 1H2022 1H2021 2H2021 1H2022 2H2022

Business conditions 101 65 107 109 87 60 122 94

Local sales 88 56 94 99 74 51 113 90

Export sales 88 71 96 91 88 68 111 89

Production volume 101 61 105 102 91 62 122 98

Capacity utilisation 101 59 101 104 92 60 117 100

Capital investment 88 78 105 109 98 81 125 113

Number of employees 95 82 99 100 102 87 121 117

Cost of production 146 165 174 182 155 166 179 177

• Manufacturing activity
 improves

• Local sales higher than
 export sales

• 85% of respondents face
 higher production costs

• Higher capital investment

•  Employment steady

• Top 3 increases in production
 cost: input cost of materials,
 labour costs and logistics

• 3 main obstacles to
 businesses: rising cost of raw
 materials, labour costs and
 logistics costs

• Local sales and export sales 
 expected to slow down

• Production volume and 
 capacity utilisation to shift
 lower

• 57% of respondents to
 increase selling prices due to
 rising costs of raw materials,
 wages, and logistics

• Business recovery for 39% of
 respondents at pre-COVID
 level, 32% below pre-COVID
 level and 29% higher than
 pre-COVID level

• 3 main obstacles to
 businesses: rising cost of raw
 materials, labour costs and
 labour shortage

• 74% of respondents in favour
 of re-introduction of GST

• Most respondents impacted by
 the Ukraine-Russia con�ict via
 increasing costs of raw 
 materials, logistics and overall
 cost pass-through from
 suppliers/vendors

• OPR hike by BNM affects
 cash�ow and business 
 operations, and increases cost
 of production of respondents

• Top 3 wishes for Budget 
 2023: reduction in corporate
 and personal taxes, 
 moderation in energy cost
 and re-introduction of the GST

BUSINESS ACTIVITY
– 1H2022

BUSINESS ACTIVITY 
OUTLOOK – 2H2022

GENERAL
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I n summary, notwithstanding the persistent external 
headwinds and domestic challenges, including rising 
inflationary pressures, the manufacturing sector has picked 

up some momentum in the first half of 2022. Most of the 
current indicators showed improvements from the previous 
survey, while the forward-looking indicators registered lower 
readings, a sign that manufacturers are taking a cautious 
stance as uncertainties in the global economy and tighter 
monetary conditions are expected to slow trade and the 
economy going forward.

BUSINESS ACTIVITY IMPROVES
Improvements in business conditions in 2H2021 have 
continued into 1H2022. Reflecting this is the latest business 
activity index which edged up two points from 2H2021 to 
109 in 1H2022. 38% of the 794 respondents reported an 
increase in business activity in 1H2022, up from 36% in the 
prior survey. A slowdown was experienced by another 29% 
of the respondents, the same proportion obtained in 2H2021.

Local Sales Higher Than Export Sales
Local sales were ahead of export sales in recent months. 
This is shown by the index for current local sales which, at 
99, had climbed five points from the previous period. While 
those who sold more domestically have remained the same 
as the prior survey’s 28%, majority of those who were able to 
maintain their sales in 1H2022 have risen to 43% from 39% 
in 2H2021. Another 29% were hit by poor sales lately, down 
from 34% previously.

Conversely, the current export sales index lost five points from 
2H2021 to 91, implying that exports have slowed down in 
1H2022. While 37% exported less, exports rose for 28% of 
the respondents, and 35% saw no change in theirs.

Production Volume and Capacity Utilisation 
Sustainable
Production and capacity utilisation have performed fairly well 
in 1H2022, with both indexes registering above the 100-point 
optimism threshold. While the current production index stood 
at 102, the current capacity utilisation index inched up three 
points to 101. Higher production was reported by 35% of 
the respondents, while 33% expanded their capacities in 
1H2022.

Production Cost Soars
Manufacturing cost gained further momentum in 1H2022. 
Indicating this is the current cost of production index which, 
at 182, has now replaced 2H2021’s reading of 174 as the 
highest level since the inception of this survey in 1H2012. 
With 85% of the respondents reporting higher production 
costs in the latest survey, this is also the highest proportion 
received in this series, overtaking the preceding survey’s 77% 
which was the highest on record then.

Capital Investment Beefs Up
The latest current capital investment index advanced four 
points from the prior period to 109, suggesting that capital 
investment (CAPEX) has stepped up lately. 28% of the 
respondents injected additional CAPEX in 1H2022, up from 
25% in 2H2021 and 14% in 1H2021. Another 53% have 
maintained their CAPEX in 1H2022, while 19% have cut 
back on such expenditure for now.

1H2022
Export

2H2021

Local and Export Sales (2H2021 vs 1H2022)

Higher Same Lower

37%
35%

28%
33%

38%

29%

1H2022
Local Sales

2H2021

29%

43%

28%

34%
39%

28%

Production Volume and Capacity Utilisation
(2H2021 vs 1H2022)

1H2022
Production Volume

2H2021

Higher Same Lower

33%
31%

35%

31%
33%

36%

1H2022
Capacity Utilisation

2H2021

29%

37%
33%

30%

39%

31%

Cost of Production and Capital Investment 
(2H2021 vs 1H2022)

19%

1H2022

Capital Investment
2H2021

Higher Same Lower

53%

28%

20%

55%

25%

1H2022

Cost of Production
2H2021

3%3%

20%

77%

85%

12%
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Capital
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Employment Cost of
production

81%2H2022 Outlook Performance

Employment Steady
The current index for employment, at 100, is little changed from 
the previous survey’s 99, inferring that hiring in the manufacturing 
sector has remained steady in recent months. 22% of the 
respondents increased their headcount in 1H2022, up from 20% 
in 2H2021 and 8% in 1H2021. While 56% have maintained 
their existing workforce, 22% have reduced headcount, compared 
to 59% and 21% in 2H2021, respectively.

CAUTIOUS OUTLOOK FOR 2H2022
Moving forward, manufacturers are taking a more pragmatic 
approach to the outlook of their businesses as economic 
challenges remain unabated for now. Across-the-board declines 
were charted in all the forward-looking indicators this time, with 
half of them falling below the 100-point optimism threshold, a 
postulation that the manufacturing sector will remain in cautious 
mode for the rest of 2022.

1H2022
 Employment

2H2021

Employment (1H2022 vs 2H2021)

Higher Same Lower

22%

56%

22% 21%

59%

20%
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The index for expected business activity fell 28 points to 
below the optimism threshold at 94, suggesting that a 
slowdown in business activity is expected in 2H2022. Those 
who are anticipating lower business activity in the coming 
months have now doubled to 35% from the prior survey, while 
positive responses have fallen to 29% from 39% previously.

Both the indexes for expected local sales and export sales 
have also slipped below the optimism threshold in the latest 
survey, an inference of flagging sales expectations, both 
at home and abroad. The expected local sales index and 
export index, at 90 and 89, respectively, have lost 23 and 
22 points, respectively, from the preceding survey. Higher 
local sales are expected by 22% of the respondents, down 
from 33% previously. Those expecting a decline in local sales 
by year-end have increased to 32% from 20% previously. 
For those who export, 26% have forecasted higher sales in 
2H2022, while 37% foresee otherwise, compared to 33% 
and 22% in the prior survey.

Concomitant with the slower sales outlook, production 
and capacity utilisation are expected to slow down in the 
coming months as well. Reflecting this are the indexes for 
expected production and capacity utilisation which fell to 
98 and 100 respectively, from the previous 122 and 117 
respectively. 32% of the respondents are planning to increase 
their production volume soon, while 34% will reduce theirs, 
compared to 41% and 19% previously. Capacities will be 
expanded by 31% of the respondents in the months ahead, 
while another 31% will lower theirs, compared to the previous 
survey’s 37% and 20% respectively.

The index for expected cost of production fell marginally 
from the prior survey’s all-time high of 179 to 177 currently, 
indicating that production costs are expected to remain high 
for the rest of 2022. 81% are bracing for further production 
hikes in the coming months, while 15% do not foresee any 
change in their costs anytime soon, and 4% are looking into 
lowering their costs by year-end.

Capital investment is expected to remain moderate in the 
near term, as depicted by the latest expected index for capital 
investment (CAPEX) which fell to 113 from 125 previously. 
33% of the respondents are planning to increase their CAPEX 
soon, down from the previous survey’s 39%, while 20% 
are contemplating smaller CAPEX budgets for the next few 
months, up from 14% previously.

Notwithstanding some recruitment challenges, manufacturing 
recruitment is expected to remain active in 2H2022. This is 
reflected in the expected index for employment still being 
above the neutral threshold of 100 although it has declined 
to 117 from the prior survey’s 121. 33% of the respondents 
will likely employ more workers soon, while 16% are planning 
to downsize their workforce, compared to 34% and 13% 
previously.

COST OF PRODUCTION
According to the Department of Statistics, salaries and wages 
in the manufacturing sector increased by 4.5% in April 
2022 and is expected to increase further in May 2022 due 
to the rise in the minimum wage. The Producer Price Index 
(PPI) which can be used to gauge changes in prices paid by 
producers for inputs and service also increased by 10.1% 
year-on-year in May 2022.

As shown by the results of this survey, production cost has 
increased for 85% of the respondents in 1H2022. Among 
them, 58% opined that their total cost of production has 
increased by 6-10%, while 18% and 14 % assessed their 
increase to be up to 5%, and higher than 10%, respectively. 
As to whether they are able to pass their costs through or not, 
53% said they were unable to.

Of the many increases of cost of production that respondents 
had to incur in 1H2022, the top three increases were input 
costs of materials, labour costs and logistics (mainly freight 
rates). Higher utility costs (electricity, energy/fuel, natural gas, 
water) have also been borne by many respondents lately.
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BUSINESS RECOVERY IN 1H2022
Following the re-opening of the economy and opening up of the 
international borders, 39% respondents revealed that their business 
recovery to date is at the pre-Covid level, while that for 32% is 
below the pre-Covid level. Recovery for another 29% is believed to 
be higher than the pre-Covid level.

For those whose business recovery is higher than the pre-Covid 
level, 84% estimated their recovery to be 1-30% higher than the 
pre-Covid level. A breakdown shows that 29% have recovered 
by 1-10% higher than the pre-Covid level, while that for 36% and 
19%, their recovery is estimated to be 11-20% and 21-30% higher 
than the pre-Covid level, respectively.

Where business recovery is below the pre-Covid level, 73% 
assessed their recovery at 1-30% lower than before. Among them, 
17% have recovered by 1-10% below their pre-Covid level, while 
26% and 30% believed their recovery is 11-20% and 21-30% 
below their pre-Covid level, respectively.

Obstacles to Business in 1H2022 and 2H2022
Over the last six months (1H2022), the main obstacle that 
respondents faced was rising cost of raw materials, followed by 
rising cost of labour, logistics cost (freight and domestic transport 
cost), shortage of labour and fluctuation of the Ringgit. Other 
obstacles indicated by respondents include the difficulty (delays 
and/or shortages) in acquiring inputs/products supplied from 
abroad and within Malaysia, as well as the challenges posed in the 
foreign worker recruitment process (delays, changes in quota rules, 
issues with source country, etc.).

In the next six months (2H2022), respondents will likely face the 
same obstacles as they did in 1H2022, with rising cost of raw 
materials and rising cost of labour expected to remain the top two 
obstacles for them. Third on the list in terms of responses is labour 
shortage, followed by logistics cost (freight and domestic transport 
cost) and, once again, the challenges in the foreign worker 
recruitment process (delays, changes in quota rules, etc).

Higher than
pre-Covid

level
29%

At pre-
Covid level

39% 

Below the 
pre-Covid 
level
32%Business 

Recovery
in 1H2022

Recovery Higher than the pre-Covid level

1-10% 29%

11-20% 36%

21-30% 19%

31-40% 4%

>40% 8%

3%N/A

Percentage of respondents

Recovery Lower than the pre-Covid level

1-10% 17%

11-20% 26%

21-30% 30%

31-40% 7%

>40% 5%

15%N/A

Percentage of respondents

Main Obstacles to Business in  2H2022

Entry to new markets

Challenges related to exporting or selling outside Malaysia

Attracting new or returning customers

Dif�culty (delays and/or shortages) in acquiring inputs/products/
supplied within Malaysia

Rising cost of capital

Increasing competition

Dif�culty (delays and/or shortages) in acquiring inputs/products/
supplied from abroad

Recruiting skilled employees

Challenges in the FW recruitment process (delays, changes in quota rules,
issues with source country, etc)

Fluctuation of the Ringgit

Logistics cost (freight and domestic transport cost)

Shortage of labour force

Rising cost of labour i.e. increase in wages

Rising cost of raw materials
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IMPACT OF UKRAINE-RUSSIA CONFLICT
Results of the survey showed that the Ukraine-Russia conflict 
has impacted most of the respondents in 1H2022, with 56% 
describing the impact on them as “somewhat negative”, while 
it is “very negative” for another 19% of the respondents. Only 
about 8% of the respondents were affected positively, but 
18% were not impacted at all.

Of those who were impacted by the conflict, most (85%) were 
affected by the increase in business cost, with cost of raw 
materials topping their list, followed by logistics (shipping and 
delivery cost), and overall cost pass-through from suppliers/
vendors. The second most popularly noted area arising from 
the conflict that impacted respondents was supply chain 
disruptions (delays, cancellation of raw material supply, delay 
in delivery) (65%). While a small proportion of respondents 
experienced a decline in demand that impacted their revenue 
(24%), there were also those whose business and investments 
were affected due to their exposure to the Russian and/or 
Ukrainian market, both directly and indirectly (14%).

POTENTIAL IMPACT OF INTEREST RATE INCREASE
BNM has raised the overnight policy rate (OPR) by another 
25 basis-points to 2.25%, following its OPR hike in May 
2022. Among those impacted by the hike, most were of the 
view that the hike will increase their cost of production (46%) 
as well as impact their cashflow and business operations 
(45%). Close to 22% believed the hike will impact their ability 

to service their current debts, while 20% foresee a delay or 
scale-down in their business expansion plans. On a positive 
note, 28% of the respondents said the hike will have no 
impact on them as they will still be able to service their 
debts and their cash flow will be healthy enough to support 
their operations and business expansion plans.

PRICES IN THE NEXT 6 MONTHS
Over the next six months, 57% of the respondents will likely 
increase the selling price of their products/services, while 
22% do not intend to adjust their prices anytime soon and 
8% may revise their prices downwards.

Most of those contemplating price hikes contributed the 
impending increase to the rising cost of raw materials used 
by their businesses, as well as increase in wages (minimum 
wage, overtime, etc) and logistics costs.

2023 BUDGET WISHLIST
With the Budget 2023 scheduled to be tabled on October 
7 2022, respondents were asked to list down their wishes. 
Of the numerous proposals put forth, the top three proposals 
were for a reduction in both corporate and personal taxes, 
moderation in energy cost (electricity and natural gas) and 
re-introduction of the GST, with many calling for a lower 
rate. Many respondents have also called for a strengthening 
of the Ringgit.

Business Areas Impacted by the Con�ict

Increase in business cost (eg. Increase in raw 
materials, energy cost, logistics cost, etc)

Supply chain disruptions (eg. delays, cancellation 
of raw material supply; delay in delivery, etc)

Decline in demand impacting revenue

Business and Investments impacted due to exposure to 
Russia and/or Ukraine market both directly and…

Impacting processing of payment transactions

84.5%

64.8%

23.6%

13.5%

6.2%

Very negative
19.1%

No impact
17.8%

Very positive
1.8%

Somewhat positive
5.7%

Somewhat 
negative
55.7%

Impact of 
Ukraine-Rusia 

Con�ict

Factors Contributing to Increase in Price

Increase in wages (minimum wage, overtime, etc)

Increase in logistics cost

Increase in cost of fuel and/or natural gas

Increase in the cost of raw materials used by the 
business 94.1%

Increase in other staff related cost (medical, 
workplace health and safety,… 39.0%

Increase in the cost of servicing debt (i.e. interest 
rate increase) 24.3%

79.4%

73.2%

46.5%

Increase in other business overheads 43.2%

Increased customer demand 13.4%

Undecided
12.7%

Decrease
8.1%

Remain
unchanged

21.8%

Expected 
Change in
the Price of 
Products/

Services Sold
By Company

Increase
57.4%
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Other proposals suggested include the following: address 
the current labour shortage issues, especially in expediting 
the processing and approvals for foreign workers; control 
inflation, especially for raw materials; and provide tax 
incentives and grants, in particular to support SMEs, export 
activities, automation, Industry 4.0 and digitalisation.

GOODS AND SERVICES TAX (GST)
The Government is currently studying the possibility of re-
introducing the GST. FMM is of the view that GST is a more 
transparent and effective tax regime compared to the Sales 
and Services Tax (SST) but it must come with improvements 
to make it more consumer-and-business friendly, including 
reducing the GST rate. When asked if the Government 
should re-introduce the GST, close to three quarters (74%) of 
the respondents are in favour of the GST. Among them, most 
(49%) opined that they will need a period of six months for 
the transition back to GST, while 35% believe they will need 
twelve months and 10% will require 18 months.

For the 26% of respondents who do not support the re-
introduction of the GST, most of them cited reasons of it 
having a cost impact on consumers, and the burdensome 
paperwork, documentation and claims process that the  
tax entails.

The FMM-MIER Business Conditions Index (FMM-MIER BCI) is a collaborative effort between FMM and the Malaysian Institute of Economic 
Research (MIER). Business condition is the general state of an economy affecting business viability. The FMM-MIER BCI uses the current level 
of business activity as a proxy for current business conditions, compared to six months ago. Index values range from 0 to 200 points. A value 
above the growth-neutral threshold level of 100 points indicates an improvement or positive outlook, while that below the threshold indicates a 
worsening or negative outlook.
The FMM – MIER Business Conditions Survey 1H2022 was conducted from July 9 to August 12, 2022 and received 794 responses, of which 
66.1% were SMEs (based on full-time employees), with 227, 115 & 114 responses from Klang Valley, Johor & Perak respectively. The top three 
industries for responses were: Food, Beverage & Tobacco (17.5% of respondents); Chemicals & Chemical Products (12.6%); and Electrical & 
Electronics (11.7%).

Reduction in 
corporate tax 

rate

Reduction in 
personal tax 

rate

Moderation
in energy cost 
(electricity and 
natural gas)

Reintroduction
on of GST

(with lower rate)

Strengthening 
of the Ringgit

No
26.1%

Yes
73.9% 

Reintroduction
of GST by the
Government

Factors Contributing to Increase in Price

12 months

6 months

18 months
9.9%

34.8%

49.1%
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WELCOME TO FMM
The Federation of Malaysian Manufacturers (FMM) thrives on the active participation of its members. The 
involvement of our members and their staff is essential to the long-term growth of the manufacturing sector 
and to the primary role of the Federation.

It is with great pride and honour for FMM to welcome 51 Ordinary Members and 23 Affiliate Members 
that joined the Federation from June to August 2022.

• JZ Oriental Delight Sdn Bhd
• K-Plastics Industries Sdn Bhd
• Kwang Tai Refrigerators & Electrical 

Sdn Bhd
• LFM Energy Sdn Bhd
• Lybragold Manufacturing Sdn Bhd
• Maschinenfabrik Gerd Mosca Sdn 

Bhd
• Medical Rubber Products Sdn Bhd
• Moon Environment Technology Sdn 

Bhd
• Morimatsu Dialog (Malaysia) Sdn 

Bhd
• Novugen Oncology Sdn Bhd
• Novugen Pharma Sdn Bhd
• Oryx Advanced Materials Sdn Bhd
• P D Kawamura Kako Manufacturing 

Sdn Bhd
• Paradigm Aerospace Sdn Bhd
• PG Canister Sdn Bhd
• PMB Aluminium Sdn Bhd
• Prestige Dynamics Industries Sdn Bhd
• RFM Global Corporation Sdn Bhd
• Rompin Integrated Pineapples 

Industries Sdn Bhd

• Rpd Mfg Connectivity Sdn Bhd
• Senconix Sdn Bhd
• T. Yamaichi (Malaysia) Corporation 

Sdn Bhd
• Tacklehaus Fishing Tackle Sdn Bhd
• Tehki Food Manufacturing Sdn Bhd
• Tonhon Industry Company Sendirian 

Berhad
• United Panel-System (M) Sdn Bhd
• Vector Atlantic Sdn Bhd
• Wan Yeen Trading Sdn Bhd
• Weechem Sdn Bhd
• Zynnotec Technology Sdn Bhd

Affiliate Membership
• Aihai Minerals Sea Sdn Bhd
• Arkav Sdn Bhd
• Azentio Software Sdn Bhd
• B&G Capital Resources Berhad
• BNX Delight Holding Sdn Bhd
• Caixun Malaysia Sdn Bhd
• Chek Hup Beverage Sdn Bhd
• EIG Dermal Wellness (M) Sdn Bhd
• EIG Pharma Asia Sdn Bhd
• Eirini Insights Sdn Bhd
• Esthetics International Group Berhad
• J.K. Tan & Co
• J.M. Chong, Vincent Chee & Co
• Labceuticals Sdn Bhd
• MBL Shipping (M) Sdn Bhd
• NCT Alliance Berhad
• REDtone Telecommunications Sdn Bhd
• Rosli Dahlan Saravana Partnership
• SAM Engineering & Equipment (M) 

Berhad
• Season Retail Management Sdn Bhd
• TS Media Design & Print Sdn Bhd
• United Overseas Bank (Malaysia) Bhd
• Weida Works Sdn Bhd

Ordinary Member 
• Amici Food Solutions Sdn Bhd
• Beneras Marketing Sdn Bhd
• Beststar International (M) Sdn Bhd
• Biovision & Greenergy Sdn Bhd
• CHL Innovation Industries Sdn Bhd
• Chung Huat Industries Sdn Bhd
• Daijin Tech (M) Sdn Bhd
• Desa K.L. Enterprise Sdn Bhd
• Dolphin Paint Manufacturing Sdn Bhd
• Eramas Ingredients Sdn Bhd
• Factory Engineering Supplies Sdn 

Bhd
• First Converting (M) Sdn Bhd
• Fortune Food Manufacturing Sdn Bhd
• FT Hose & Hose Sdn Bhd
• Goodgloves Industries Sdn Bhd
• Green Point Precision (M) Sdn Bhd
• H&R Chempharm Asia Sdn Bhd
• HGM Industries Supply Sdn Bhd
• Hong Seng Gloves Sdn Bhd
• Inter-Pacific Packaging Sdn Bhd
• Jin Huo Gold & Jewellery Industries 

(M) Sdn Bhd
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